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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
I.

INTRODUCTION

Until the turn of the century, education in the
United States worked on the assumption that "all men are
created equal" and education perpetuated this myth.

Then

educators began to show concern for educational practices in
the light of dominant social needs, the results of scientific and psychological studies, and new evidence concerning
the nature of pupil development, and they slowly started
seeking improvements.
An "explosion" of knowledge in the 1960•s caused
educators to totally re-evaluate curriculum and teaching
methods and view individual differences with more concern.
Educators recognized that it was possible to have excellence
in education and at the same time to educate everyone to the
limit of his ability.

A society such as ours had no choice

but to seek the development of human potentialities at all
levels, realizing that it takes more than an educated elite
to run a complex, technological society (12:114).
It was the feeling of this writer that since teachers
have the ultimate responsibility of adapting a proposed
curriculum to a group of children, they must understand
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that normal children have a wide range of abilities that
should be understood and provided for in methods of instruction.
II.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

was to describe methods, procedures, techniques, and problems in the utilization of individualized instruction in
reading through a review of literature and a practical
application of this method in the classroom.
Importance of

~

study.

At no point is the need

for providing for the individual needs of children more
apparent than in the development of the ability to read and
the guidance of their reading activities.

This is true be-

cause of the universal appreciation of the importance of
learning to read as a means of becoming familiar with the
literature which keeps one in touch with the developing
present (69:11).

Reading is the basis for all existing

social and educational arrangements.

More than that, "It

is the means by which every age is linked to eveTy other
age" (9:5).
The writer felt concern for the way reading was being
taught in the intermediate grades.

Reading materials were

untimely in character and unsuited for promoting the understandings and attitudes essential in contemporary life,

J
children's reading was limited, and reading advancement was
determined by groups rather than individuals.

This concern

prompted a constructive effort to properly adjust instruction to individual differences.
Students individualize their own instruction to some
extent no matter what form of classroom organization the
teacher uses.

In a class the individual tends to pay atten-

tion to what is important to him at that particular time

(54:164).

Rather than utilize method-centered teaching

where each student responds differently, teachers should
recognize that more students benefit from child-centered
instruction.

Differences in children must be understood to

determine which methods should be used with which child.
Limitations of the study.

The author reviewed perti-

nent professional literature related to individualized
instruction in reading and attempted to make generalizations.
Availability of materials have increased in this area with
significant research findings in favor of individualized
reading.

However, there are many values in terms of atti-

tudes and human relations readily acknowledged by participants in the program, but which seem to defy measurement

(61:232).

The knowledge allowed by this literature prepared

the writer to utilize methods and procedures in individualized instruction in reading in the classroom.
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For one year in a class of thirty-one heterogeneously
grouped fifth-graders, the writer utilized individualized
instruction in reading.
Organization of

~

study.

This study was organized

as follows:
Chapter II presents a review of literature which
includes material on the nature of individual differences,
methods and procedures in the teaching of reading that best
provide for individual differences, and limited research
available on the individualized instruction in reading.
Chapter III shows methods and procedures utilized by
the author in individualized instruction in reading in an
actual classroom situation.
Chapter IV includes the results of the practical procedures of individualizing instruction in reading employed
in the classroom as determined by teacher observation and
student reaction and evaluation.
Chapter V presents a summary of principles and procedures most important to educators as they face the problems
of providing for individual differences in reading.
III.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The meanings or definitions of terms attributed to
special education terms in this paper are those used for
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corresponding terms in Good (19).

These definitions are as

follows:
Individualized instruction.

This term was inter-

preted as meaning the differentiation of instruction according to individual differences in pupils.
Individual differences.

Throughout the report, indi-

vidual differences will be ref erred to as meaning the variations or deviations among individuals in regard to a single
characteristic or a number of characteristics.

It also

refers to those differences which in their totality distinguish one individual from another.
Heterogeneous.

As the class grouping in this thesis

was heterogeneously designed, the term heterogeneous was
interpreted as meaning the classification of pupils for the
purpose of forming certain groups having a high degree of
disimilarity.
Trade boolc.

The iauthor refers to a trade book as a

book published for the purpose of giving the reader pleasure
and of feeding his interest in reading for pleasure.

Trade

books are used extensively in an individualized reading program.
Basal reader., A basal reader will be referred to as
meaning a textbook, usually part of a graded series, used
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for instruction in reading; there are four types:
story, factual, and learn-to-study.

literary,

Modifications of a

basal reading program can be adjusted to an individualized
reading program.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
I.

RECOGNIZING AND MEETING INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
IN THE TEACHING OF READING
A vast range of differences occur among children.

Although teachers are aware of these differences, they do
not realize the full impact that these differences should
have on instructional methods and procedures in the teaching of reading.
Americans are living in an era of complexity, unclarity, and change.

These unclear national goals have affected

the goals and values of individuals and have led to divergent
pressures on school children today.
Society has imposed a pressure for academic excellence.

This is readily seen in the fact that job opportu-

nities go to the student who has shown academic success;
college is the goal of parents for their children from a
very early age on.

"Some parents have even had tutors for

their two year oldt•; Schools have imposed pressures on
pupils which include automated instruction, early introduction of subject matter and specific pressures for excellence (64:75).

Wittick went on to elaborate on these

general pressures.
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There is a loss of time in outside reading because
of the pressure of material possessions.

Students learn to

read to get the main ideas, but have little time to compare,
to weigh ideas, and to develop skills in "reading in depth,"
because they are too concerned with material values.

Wit-

tick proposes that "We must continue trying to make books a
part of the pupil's material possessions."
Present physical living space is rapidly dwindling
which forces a togetherness upon us.

Many are geared to

apartment living and fast avenues of cars, trucks, and
buses in this "pressure for togetherness."

Reading requires

a place of reasonable quiet and a modicum of comfort which
is hard to find in many places.
Children's thoughts are side-tracked from reading
and academic performance by parents who are eager for their
children to have social and emotional experiences at a very
young age.
No other children have been faced with an almost
constant threat of instantaneous annihilation.
The strength of this pressure is reflected in the
reading tastes of youngsters. They become preoccupied
with war stories or scientific weapons of destruction

(16:76).

Ruth Strang (55:279) graphically summarizes the
effect of social and emotional pressures on children's
reading.
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1.

Unfavorable home and
school conditions

2.

A complex of emotionInner conFailure in
al factors
> flicts, in-~reading
stability,
etc.

3.

7'/ Emotional

factors

Reading
>Failure

------~·

Emotional

9
~~>
problems

Reading difficulties

Anxiety and further )
"Increased reading<
difficulty
~---- emotional disturbance
These present social and emotional stresses on children have definite intimations for the classroom teacher.
Unless a child can learn to face and to understand
his strengths and weaknesses and look upon himself
with respect and a degree of confidence, he cannot
use the ability he has and achieve up to his full
capacity (56:120).
The following implications for the classroom teacher
are set up by Wittick (64:79):
1.

Know more about the mental stresses of children in
his room. (Children who have experienced severe
family disorganization.)

2.

Make instruction in reading more flexible for the
child who has experienced emotional problems. -Individualize instruction.

3.

Understand the child's own concept of the adequacy
of his reading performance.

4.

Respect each child as an individual human being.

5.

Help students view reading as an important aid in
learning and knowing, as a skill to use now and
everyday.

6.

Help the student understand his abilities and weaknesses in reading and strengthen the latter to
the extent he is able.

7.

Identify the child's reading problem at the earliest
possible stage and provide needed instruction at
once.
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Jeff West and Ronald Doll (1:5) follow up the impact
of social and emotional influences with the problems of personal alienation.
One may add to multiple social influences the fact
of personal alientation which educators are beginning
to recognize in its broader aspects. Originally identified with disadvantaged cultural environments and
with learners of low socioeconomic status, the concept
of alienation now encompasses many psycholosocial effects
on human behavior. Personal alienation from one's
world may indeed stem from cultural poverty, but it
apparently originates also in an inadequate self-concept,
in the cultural malaise to which the economically
privileged are exposed, in disintegrating patterns of
family and community life, and in the failure of
teachers to interact empathetically and helpfully with
their pupils. As seen in the schools, alienation constitutes a psychological curtain which the learner is
somehow induced to draw before him, thereby shutting
out desirable experience and contact with his environment. For instance, can it be that the current drive
toward excellence has created such competition among
able learners that, for many of them, a curtain has
lowered between them and their peers and teachers?
If so, much needs to be done to free learners to reduce
competition, restore communication, increase interaction, and make mistakes in the only reprisal-free
environment which society can easily provide.
Modes of learning •. In recent years, considerable
attention has been paid to modes of learning which include
these types of imagery:

visual, auditory, tactile, olfac-

tory, kinesthetic, and gustatory (25:11}.

In most sighted

creatures, vision and hearing are the major senses for
communication with the environment.

This applies particu-

larly to human beings because the senses of smell, taste, and
touch have become subordinate.

Perception, defined by

Frostig as the ability to recognize stimuli, being one of
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the prime psychological functions of linking the hum.an being
with his environment, finds its greatest importance in
visual perception.

"Visual perception is involved in nearly

every action we talce" (18:7).
From her research in the field of visual perception,
Frostig (18:8) stated that "success in learning to read
depends on visual perception," and elaborated on this statement in the following way:
The period of maximum visual perceptual development
normally occurs between the ages of 3 1/2 and 7 1/2 years
--that is, when the child is in kindergarten and the
lower primary grades. Unfortunately, a great many children have a lag in their visual perceptual development.
A child with such a lag is indeed handicapped. He has
difficulty in recognizing objects and their relationships to each other in space, and since his world is
perceived in a distorted fashion, it appears to him
unstable and unpredictable. He is likely to be clumsy
in his performance of everyday tasks and inept at
sports and games. Above all, the distortion and confusion with which he preceives visual symbols will make
academic learning very difficult, if not impossible, no
matter how intelligent he is.
~
Frostig goes on to say that children with disabilities
in visual perception are subject to emotional disturbances.
Aware of their puzzling inability to keep up with their agemates and the disappointment of parents and teachers, they
inevitably become confused and ashamed, which usually
results in character and behavior disorders.

Research indicates

that children who score low in the tests of visual perception are frequently lowest in academic achievement and most
poorly adjusted in the classroom.

The Frostig Program Work
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Sheets (See Appendix F) are being effectively used if the
precise nature of the perceptual disabilities is known so
that the training can be directed accordingly.
Motivation.

Jenkinson (30:49) relates that all

psychologists appear to accept the notion that both
psychological and physiological motives affect organisms.
He feels that teachers should understand the five psychological facts of cognitive drive, socialization, achievement and aspiration, interest incentive, and individual
nature of reading that are essential to reading achievement.
"Curiosity, the desire to know and then hopefully to
understand, appears to be innate in human beings.
is a prime motivation for learning" (30:50).

It

Going along

with this view of human nature, Havighurst (25:8) feels
that the Law of Effect, meaning skillful use of rewards or
appeals to self-reward in a person, would increase efficiency
of learning.

If one views human beings as active, out-

reaching, exploring individuals with an inner-drive to learn,
then learning can be its own reward accompanied by cumulative
success and good models in parents, teachers and associates.
Socialization and reading are inseparable entities.
"Children learn directly from their environmental behaviors
which enable them to become acceptable members of their
culture"(30:50).

A full range of individual differences
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can be found in children because of their various environments.

A direct result of socialization is self-esteem and

the esteem of others which are recognized as essential to
gregarious human beings.
Self-reliance, which directly follows self-esteem, is
a feature not only of beginning reading but of reading development at all stages. It seems essential that
at all levels and in every aspect of the reading program, students should be encouraged to become independent (30:50).
One of the dominant themes of the North American
culture is success, measured in terms of achievement.

It is

necessary for teachers of reading to make certain that goals
are realistic in terms of individuals and the group so
that they seem capable of attainment to each student.

Hunt

(28:490) describes what can happen to a child when goals
are vague:
If a child realizes there is a disparity between
what he can do or what he is and what he could do or be,
a cognitive dissonance occurs. He may then attempt to
lessen this disparity and come close to his self-ideal.
Thus it may be that his learning to read will not be
motivated by rewards and punishments proffered by
teachers or parents or by his peers, nor will it necessarily be affected by what the teacher does, but rather
it will depend on what the learner feels will advance
his own self-esteem or serve his interests (28:490).
Interest will determine not only whether an individual
will learn to read but how well he will read, how much he
will read and in what areas he will read.

Harris (23:21)

states that children's interests should be a starting point
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from which the teacher can entice them into new, wider and
more mature interests.

"If reading has meaning, both

interest and incentive will be generated" (30:55).
Though some reading motivation springs from social
and cultural needs, reading also presents an opportunity
for the fulfillment of another basic need, that of periodic
social withdrawal.

This is a time when a child does his

own thinking and responding.

Dr. Dewey holds that "Unless

one thinks for himself, one is not thinking" (27:424).
Differences in intelligence.

One of the most dramatic

proofs of different "learning levels" is found in research
in reading, a major tool-skill of education.

While many

elements, some previously discussed and some to follow in
thJ.s paper, may influence learning, the relationship between
intellectual capacity and the ability to succeed in school,
especially in the area of reading, has been clearly established.

In a study by Ruth Strang (55:75) correlations

between mental ability and reading achievement ranged between

.50 and .Bo, depending on the types of tests used.

More-

over, the distribution of grade scores on intelligence tests·
and reading tests were similar.

This relationship has been

ascribed, in part, by DeBoer (9:38) to the fact that intelligence tests and reading tests set many tasks that are similar
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since a large part of an intelligence test calls for
abilities closely related to the ability to read.

DeBoer

continues by saying:
Whatever the reasons may be, it has been demonstrated that in our culture and under present conditions
in American schools, a child has a better chance at
success in reading if he has average or above average
intelligence (9:38).
Group intelligence tests that yield both a verbal and
a quantitative score are more efficient than tests that
yield a single score.

The correlation between reading

scores and quantitative intelligence-test scores is much
lower than between reading scores and verbal-intelligencetest scores.

With elementary school children, using the

California Test of Mental Maturity, the correlations were
as follows (55:26):
Language factors with Thorndike-McCall Reading
Test•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.824

Nonlanguage factors with Thorndike-McCall
Reading Test••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .557
Harris (23:17) agrees that individual differences
in intelligence greatly affect reading achievement.

He

points out that much stress is now being put on the effects
of environmental stimulation and caution should be used
in judging capacity for learning to read because of improved
teaching methods and materials.
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Caution in the use of test results is suggested by
Johnson (31:114).

She generalizes that comparison of a

child's performance in reading with that of his age peers
seems of relatively minor importance.

Standardized tests

and school marks give a comparison rating and the child's
capacity does not enter into the rating.
Wrightstone (68:47) realistically views the place of
testing in education by stating that tests are rightly used
as an important aid to the teacher and supervisor for identifying and meeting the range of individual differences
among pupils in their abilities, achievement, interests,
attitudes and needs.

They provide guidance for individual-

ized as well as group instruction.
Differences in reading skills.

No consideration of

the development of reading competence is complete without
careful attention to the matter of specific reading skills
involving individual differences.

Some children acquire

the necessary skills without formal instruction while other
children require specific instruction.
Three stages of reading skills have been established
by Witty (65:22) to aid teachers in recognizing the status
of reading accomplishment in children.

In the primary

stage, children gain ideas from phrases and sentences in
oral and silent reading; rapid progress in silent reading
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habits, skills, and attitudes are developed in the middle
stage along with special skills in informational reading
and when to differentiate speed in reading; and the advanced
stage which includes speed reading and increased vocabulary.
Studies of the elements that make up the ability to
read have revealed how complex the process of reading is.
Dr. Bernice Leary (9:37) has summed it up well:
It is no light matter to acquire the wide range of
abilities and skills basic to reading, even in a mechanical sense. Nor is it any light matter to convert into
meaning the language of mathematics, science, literature,
and the social studies; to maintain a critical attitude
toward what is read; to develop the habit of relating
written experience to our own experiences; and to adjust
reading abilities to different materials by grasping
the author's intent, his use of words, and his style
of writing, and by defining clearly one's own reading
purposes.
II.

INDIVIDUAL READING PROGRAMS
IN PRACTICE AND THOUGHT

Individualized reading program in the Schenectady
public schools.

In 1958, the Schenectady Public Schools

instigated an individualized reading program based on the
following philosophy:
Learning to read is a complicated and sometimes difficult process. The personal attention of individualized
reading offers the opportunity to build the confidence
and security a child needs to tackle such a difficult
job. When a fair degree of independence has been
established (at least 2nd grade) each child moves comfortably forward from the level where he is reading.
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There is no stigma or differential attached to the
slower reader because he will be reading an easier book
suited to his interest and level of maturity. For the
more mature reader, this way of working offers more
challenge and motivation because there are no restraining or limiting factors to hold him to a group standard

(46).

They established this succession of general concepts
as a guide:

(1) learning to read is an individual accomplish-

ment; (2) skill development in reading is a continuous and
cumulative process; (3) selection of materials and methods
of instruction are influenced by each child's personality,
interests, ways of learning and needs for reading guidance;

(4) guidance is provided to help each child choose reading
material to meet his needs and widen his experiences within
his individual reading skill level; and (5) audience reading
and oral reading activities are important in the individualized reading program.
It was determined that supplying a large number and
variety of books is a prerequisite for an individualized
reading program.

One survey indicated that not less than

five books per child represented adequate materials for
successful implementation of the principle of self-selection
so Schenectady teachers provided one-hundred or more books
in the classroom, at any given time, by wisely utilizing
school and community resources.

They procured their class-

room books by careful book selection, school central library,
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public library, and sharing collections with other teachers.
Suggestions for purchasing inexpensive upper-grade books
were paper covered editions, reprints, publisher's discount sales and binding worn materials.
The Schenectady Public Schools evaluated their program as being advantageous to all concerned.
the child were listed as follows:

Benefits to

(1) reads at his own

rate of speed; {2) reads at his own level; {3) improves
comprehension; (4) improves in skill development; (5) has
a sense of accomplishment; {6) receives personal attention
of the teacher; and (7) understands his reading needs.
Teachers profited by being able to provide time for analyzing the needs of individuals, by recording individual
strengths and weaknesses, and by using both of these to
plan for future instruction.
Child progress plan:

Cleveland, Ohio.

Margaret L.

White (63:58) reported on the Child Progress Plan of Cleveland, Ohio that originated in 1929.

Cleveland's plan

called for a constant curriculum with the child as the
determining factor in progression from level to level.

The

initial objective for this program was to attack the problem
of failure.
The Cleveland schools determined that grade levels
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are for adults, not for children, and consequently they
moved the children through the curriculum as the children
developed through their strengths and successes.
Characteristics of individualized reading programs.
From her studies in effective use of classroom organization
in meeting individual differences, Ruth Strang (54:168) formulated the following thoughts on individualized reading:
Individualized reading is based on several assumptions:
teacher makes a continuous study of each student and
plans a course of study specifically for him; that suitable books are available; that the teacher can become
familiar with all these books; and that the student has
sufficient skills to read these books or can individually
be taught the necessary skills. This program will stimulate reading interest and initiative and will establish
lifelong reading interest.
One of Strang's assumptions was that teachers must
make continuous studies of each student.

In another text,

Strang (55:309) established a list for comprehensive
appraisal procedures as follows:

(1) obtaining personal

data about the individual's development, attitudes, interests,
and personal relations; (2) securing objective information
from tests, checked by observation, on his probable capacity
to learn; (3) finding out, through standardized tests, informal tests, and observations in various situations, how well
he reads orally and silently and his strengths and weaknesses
in different kinds of reading; (4) analyzing specific parts
of the reading process such as word recognition, comprehension, vocabulary, etc.; (5) obtaining clues of conditions
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that are blocking his progress in learning to read; (6)
formulating, on the basis of all the data collected and
interpreted, hypotheses as to the nature of the reading
problem; and (7) following through on the most plausible
hypothesis with recommendations for remediation or continued growth in reading achievement.
Yoakam (69:11) would probably add to this list
saying, "Quite often children can generalize their
specific reading skills and techniques, but they cannot
determine how to better their weaknesses."

He adds that,

at this point, the professional must assist.
Observing that "Individualized reading is a practice
which godd teachers have used for years, but only of late
has it received the stress that it deserves,"

Harold Shane

(48:40) formulated the following characteristics of the
individualized reading concept: (1) helps each child
experience success; (2) enables the individual to move at
his own pace; (3) encourages a child to sense how to choose
reading material linked to his interests and with which he
can cope; (4) motivates children to seek help as needed; (5)
provides for sharing one's pleasure in what he has read;

(6) facilitates flexible reading groups; (7) encourages
increased power in the self-selection of materials; (8)
stimulates discussions; (9) leaps beyond the confines of
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word lists established so far back as to be obsolescent
now; and (1) encourages and facilitates diversified
approaches to the appraisal of an individual child's
success in reading.

Shane went on to evaluate this pro-

gram by saying that the powerful quality of individualized
reading is the fact that it starts with the child.

"It

capitalizes on his normal, healthy drive to explore his
environment" (48:195).

III.

RESEARCH IN INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN READING
Informal appraisal of programs of individualized

instruction in reading has shown that teachers find much
satisfaction in this approach.

Pupils enjoy the freedom

of choice and read more books than in other types of reading programs.

Parents• responses to this approach are

reported as being very favorable.

However, convincing

experimental evidence in individualized instruction in
reading is limited because the focus of interest in this
area is recent and because the variables of attitudes and
human relations that receive high acknowledgement in an
individualized reading program are difficult to measure.
Drawing from the few studies that have been done in this
area, the writer will relate pertinent findings of the
effectiveness and the questioned effectiveness of individualized instruction in reading.
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Research reveals guestions raised

~

educators.

Wonsavage (67:236-8) reports on the findings of a questionnaire concerning the problems in individualized reading
sent out in 1962 to 90,000 principals and supervisors by
~

Weekly Reader.

More than 5,000 answers were received

with 86 per cent responding in favor.

This response,

however, could not be evaluated as a positive finding
because individualized reading did not mean the same thing
to all the people involved.
Irregardless, the questionnaire was successful
because the many questions raised implied high interest
in the program and the desire for help and information.
The first concern of these educators was the problem
of teacher readiness and understanding.

They questioned

whether the average teacher had the ability to prepare
quality practice materials for skills improvement and questions for trade books to develop comprehension skills adequately; and whether the average teacher could prepare the
necessary materials and design twenty to thirty separate
individual reading programs a year.

They were also con-

cerned with the teacher time involved in the keeping and
maintaining of up-to-date record systems of the skills
developed, those in need of development, and the type and
number of books read by each child.
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Secondly, they considered instructional materials
a problem.

Lack of sources to provide the money for the

quantity of materials desired, opinion differences in the
amount of materials needed, and an inadequate library
service throughout the country posed a threat to the
program.

These surveyed educators produced further questions

on the suitability of materials.

On trade books:

"How

would you evaluate variety of type size, uncontrolled sentence length, lack of vocabulary control, and adaptability
to teaching of reading skills?"

The question was also

raised that if we are to teach word analysis skills to
develop independence in reading in a sequential, developmental pattern, and teach study skills and comprehension
skills, are trade books the proper material?
The third major problem centered on the skills program with the following questions expressing their concerns:

(1) are skills taught at the proper time and is

the proper time before a child reads a book or as he reads
a book?

(2) how can a child read with understanding if

concepts are not clarified before reading?

(J) will erroneous

concepts and methods of word attack be developed and practiced?

(4) can the teacher develop the reading skills a

child needs in a five or ten-minute conference once or
twice a week or in an occasional group meeting?

(5) which
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is better, to teach meaning of words directly or incidentally?
Finally, the educators expressed concern about the
allotment of time for teaching skills:
Can the average teacher develop the following in a
conference lasting five to ten-minutes: Discuss the
story; listen to oral reading and diagnose difficulties;
teach detailed word analysis skills; teach the child
to adapt his reading rate to the material at hand;
teach appreciation of literature; motivate the child
to continue reading; keep an immediate record of what
was done in the conference and what future needs will
be; supervise the activities for the rest of the class;
and supply unknown words to other children needing
help? (67:236-8).
Wonsavage concluded her report by suggesting that all
the questions raised by this survey were a godd sign of high
interest in individualized instruction in reading, but she
also pointed out that the method faces a future of disappointment without thoughtful examination.
Heterogeneous, homogeneous, .2! individualized approach
to reading?

Since many school administrators and teachers

were seeking more effective ways of organizing their reading classes, Rothrock {41:2JJ-5) conducted an experiment
to compare the effectiveness of three approaches in organizing the reading class.
In a controlled experiment using fourth and fifth
grade which totalled 186 cases with four classes in each
of the three approaches, a heterogeneous approach (traditional method of teaching a varied group of children), a
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homogeneous approach (plan in which children crossed
grade levels and moved to a room that approximated their
reading level), and an individualized approach (closely
following the interpretation of this method as described
in current literature) to the teaching of reading were
compared.
All efforts were made to make the teaching design of
the four teachers in each of the approaches uniform for that
approach.

It was considered essential in the experiment

that three variables should be controlled through the
statistical design of analysis of covariance.

These vari-

ables were intelligence, previous reading achievement, and
sex.
The Iowa Every-Pupil Tests of Basic Skills, Test A,
Reading Comprehension, and Test B, Word-Study Skills were
used to measure the reading achievement of the children.
Eight months elapsed between the giving of Form L and Form
M of these tests.
Means for I.Q., Fall and Spring Test Scores
for Test A, Fifth Grade
Approach
Heterogeneous
Homogeneous
Individualized

Number

34
34
34

I.Q.

111.6
111.9
112.8

Fall Test

5.21
5.78
5.64

Spring Test

6.57
7.14
7.07

Gain*

1.36
1.36
1.43

*By using the statistical design of analysis of covariance which controlled intelligence, previous reading
achievement, and sex, it was found that there were no significant differences in the gains made by the three approaches.
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Means for I.Q., Fall and Spring Test Scores
for Test B, Fifth Grade
Fall
Test

Approach

No.

I• Q.

Heterogeneous
Homogeneous
Individualized

34
34
34

110.9 5.25
111.8 5.76
113.1 5.72

Spring
Test

Gain

Adj.
Mean

6.37
7.02
6.79

1.12
1.26
1.07

6.56
6.94*
6.69

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence
Means for I.Q., Fall and Spring Test Scores
for 'l'es t A, Fourth Grade
Approach

No.

I.Q.

Fall
Test

Spring
Test

Gain

Adj.
.Mean

Heterogeneous
Homogeneous
Individualized

28
28
28

108.3
111.4
109.0

4.35
4.46
4.05

5.61
6.13

1.26
1.67
1.50

5.40
6.02*
5.66

5.55

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence
Means for I.Q., Fall and Spring Test Scores
for Test B, Fourth Grade
Approach

No.

I.Q.

Fall
Test

Spring
Test

Gain

Adj.
Mean

Heterogeneous
Homogeneous
Individualized

28
28
28

108.3
111.4
109.0

4.15
4.01
4.11

5.21
6.02
5.58

1.06
2.01
1.47

5.25
6.00*
5.60

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence
In analyzing the results of the tests it was found
that at the .01 level of confidence, the homogeneous
approach had made a significant gain in three of four
divisions.

Only in reading comprehension for the fifth

grade had any one of the approaches failed to make a
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significantly superior gain.

In both the fourth and fifth

grades in study skills the homogeneous approach had made a
superior gain.

It also was significantly superior in read-

ing comprehension at the fourth grade level.

The indi-

vidualized approach scored next high in the three significant tests.
Conclusions that were drawn from the study tried to
show some of the related values of the three approaches.
Test results were also analyzed for the first and fourth
quartiles of pupils.

It was found that none of the plans

was superior with the first quartile, but with the fourth
quartile some form of grouping or individualizing of instruction was found to be more effective, especially with the
work-study skills.
A reading attitude test was given at the beginning
of the year and was repeated again at the end of the school
year.

The individualized approach showed the greatest gain

in favorable attitudes toward reading as indicated by both
pupils' and teachers' ratings.
There was some indication from a survey of the number
of books read by the pupils that the individualized participants had done the most outside reading during the year.
Rothrock concluded his report with this statement:
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The organizational pattern for the teaching of
reading and other subjects must take into account
many factors, not just the gain made on a teachermade or standardized achievement test (41:233-5).
Two approaches to the teaching of reading in grade
five.

After studying the results of research on indi-

vidualized reading methods and basal reading programs,
Talbert and Merritt (58:183-6) generalized that the best
features of "self-selection" and basal reading programs
could be preserved in a single program and built a study
on this hypothesis.

More specifically, the study was

designed to determine if after a year of instruction there
would be significant differences between groups taught by
two different procedures in (1) mean number of pages read
during the year; (2) gains made on the Edward's Scale for
measuring attitude toward reading; and (3) gains made on
the paragraph meaning and word meaning sections of the
Standard Achievement Test in reading.
Results showed that there was a significant difference in the amount of reading done by the two groups.

The

difference favored the group which was taught by the combination of self-selection and a basal reading program.
The gains in reading achievement and attitude toward reading made by the two groups were not significant
differences.
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In connection with this type of research, Sartain
(44:240) feels it is unfortunate that many of the people
who have done experiments with individualized and basal
reading programs have failed to equate such factors as
supply of books, enthusiasm and capability of teachers, and
periods of time spent in teaching by each method.

"The

carefully controlled research on individualized reading
thus far suggests that" the following is true:

(1) some

more capable children can make progress in self-selected
reading programs; (2) enthusiastic, capable teachers can
teach individualized reading successfully; (3) pupilteacher conferences seem to have motivational value for
the child; (4) most children read more books, but this
doesn't mean greater skills attainment (research needed in
this area); and (5) conscientious teachers find it difficult to teach a complete, sequential program of skills and
abilities in the limited time available in individual
conferences.
Further research in individualized instruction in
reading viewed in brief.

Robinson (40:7) reports on an

individualized reading program which began in North Carolina in 1950 and numbered
in 1959.

16,ooo

children in the program

Scores from the California Achievement Test
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Battery:

Reading showed these children achieved thirteen

months above the national norms in grade six.
Working with third grade children, Kaar (33:174-7)
found that the individualized approach did not produce
better results on standardized reading tests than did the
more usual combination of group instruction plus some
individual help.

However, the teachers were enthusiastic

about the individualized procedure and believed that the
children read more books and wasted less time than with
previous methods.
Vite(61:2J2-5) forecasts a "bright and promising"
future for individualized instruction in reading in light
of research findings.

She goes on to ac}Cnowledge related

activities that indicate favorable acceptance of this
program:
There is an increase in the availability of materials
and an increase in the usage of materials related to
the topic of individualized reading. A librarian at
Teachers College Library, Columbia University, reports
such unusual and increasing activity in regard to
dissertations in the card catalogue.
The film, Individualized Reading Instruction in the
Classroom, was purchased by the New York City PubliC-Schools. In fact, they bought eight copies of the film!
Multicausal factors are involved, but children are
reading more books of all kinds and in their leisure
time than ever before. The American Book Publishers
Council, Inc., report that it is the better type of
trade book which has made the largest gain in recent
years. (Increased 17.6 per cent, for the year 1960-61.)
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Many workshops and in-service courses in public
schools are making teachers more knowledgeable about
individualized instruction in reading (61:232-5).
The following diagram is the result of Vite's
attempt to classify research studies under a few manageable
titles.

A short study of the chart reveals that there was

only one significant study in favor of Ability Grouping.
On the other hand, there were eight significant studies
favoring Individualized Reading.

In studies using Ability

Groups as controls but without significant results, four
were in favor of Ability Grouping, thirteen were neutral,
and ten were in favor of Individualized Reading.
studies were measures of reading achievement.

These
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CHAPTER III.
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN READING:
I. PRACTICAL APPLICATION IN THE
CLASSROOM
Individualized instruction in reading is an attempt
to best provide for individual differences.

Ruth Strang

(54:170) offers her explanation of the method as follows:
The ideal program offers freedom for the individual to pursue his own special reading interest. It
also includes much profitable informal inter-action
among the students in a close-knit unit in which each
feels that he can and should make a contribution for
the group. With such a program in action, the teacher
is no longer haunted by the feeling that he is not
doing his best to meet the needs of individuals.
In an attempt to improve reading instruction in the
classroom, the writer established an individualized program in reading in a fifth-grade class of thirty-one
heterogeneously grouped children.

The remainder of this

chapter will reveal the necessary background which preceded the utilization of this method, the initial planning
involved and the actual program that resulted.
was organized in

The material

a sequential manner to serve the purpose

of guiding educators who might be considering revitalizing
their methods and procedures in the teaching of reading.
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Teacher preparation.

Any teacher who has received

adequate training in an institution of higher education
has taken such courses as Teaching of Reading, Modern
Reading Program, Language Arts Instruction, and Human
Growth and Development among others, as a basis for teaching reading.

When they entered their own classrooms they

probably recognized that their college training was just a
basis on which to build.

In order to initiate any type of

reading program, a teacher would need experience, more
information and experimentation with various methods and
procedures.
Utilizing individualized instruction in reading is
considered by research to be a more complicated method of
teaching (67:236).

It is necessary that such a teacher

have a wide knowledge of children's literature and ability
to select trade books, ability to assign reading levels to
trade books, thorough knowledge of reading skills necessary
to develop independence in reading, the ability to prepare quality practice materials for skills improvement,
wide knowledge of diagnostic reading techniques in order
to devise follow-up corrective programs and the ability

to devise additional individual reading activities.

The

understandings are essential to a teacher of any good reading program.
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Knowing each child.

The teacher's first duty is to

discover the individual needs of the pupils.

Educational

records could be studied previous to the beginning of
school in the fall.

These records would reveal health

information, school marks, achievement test data, clinical
data, intelligence test data, observations of previous
teachers, and reading records.

Teachers must keep in mind

that these educational records are only a vague introduction at this time.

School marks, previous teacher ob-

servations and reading records could be valid or could be
opinionated.

Test data should not be accepted at face

value as there are too many variables to be considered.
Educational records are more valuable when the teacher has
observed the child for a period of time, but they are a
good point of departure if their strengths and weaknesses
are understood.
DeBoer has stated that:
Children differ in every identifiable characteristic--in height, weight, color of hair and eyes,
intelligence, home background, emotional adjustment
and educational achievement, to name but a few examples
(9:6).
Observation of these normal differences in children is
essential to a complete understanding of the child.
Another personal characteristic that cannot be overlooked
is a child's attitude.

Even before knowing the causes of
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an attitude, one can generalize that how a child perceives
school is directly related to his attitude(21:277).
After observing the children, the next step is to
have them reveal differences through expressing their
thoughts in writing.

The writer gained insights from

self-expression in the following forms: "Witty" incomplete
sentence projective test; "A News Story About Me," studyhabit inventory; and creative writing.

These can be

found in Appendix A.
Individual differences

.!!!

rea.!1in6•

The more com-

plex a skill, the greater the differences in ability are
likely to be.

Since reading is a highly complex skill,

children therefore differ greatly in their reading needs
and achievement.

There is a wide range of reading

abilities in any classroom of children and within the
individual child.

For a personal analysis of the reading

abilities of each student, the writer first had interviews
with the children.

These interviews began with informal

conversation to determine clarity and intellectual aspects
of speech.

Several basal readers ranging from very easy

to very hard were given to the child to examine, to read
a little, and to determine which book was just about right
to read from.

Their reading of several selections was
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used to check oral reading for substitutions, omissions,
ignoring punctuation, eye-voice span, sight vocabulary,
reversals and expression.

This information was recorded

with the child's knowledge in a teacher prepared form.
See Appendix B.
After approximating the child's reading skills, the
writer geared content questions covering the same material
to the understanding abilities of the child to evaluate
comprehension in oral reading.

General and specific

comprehension was also evaluated from silent reading in
the same basal reader.
Word recognition skills were then checked using the
list of word-attack skills for each level prior to and
including the level of the book located.

See Appendix B.

Each child demonstrated his competence in dividing words
into syllables, finding root words and endings, among other
Skills.
After the initial generalization of the child's
strengths and weaknesses, a discussion ensued between
teacher and child which included the child's reflections,
an explanation by the teacher of the nature of the particular reading problems, and possibilities for overcoming
the problems.
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Sheldon stated that "All good teaching implies the
continuous diagnosis of the individuals taught so their
differences became part of their uniqueness as individuals"

(49:32).

The students in the writer's class were periodic-

ally evaluated in various ways throughout the year.

There

was also a great amount of self-evaluation either written,
verbal, or non-verbal done by the students.

(Appendix A,

"Your Reading Check List.")
Classroom management

~

organization.

presence in a room can initiate organization.

A teacher's
The "voice

of authority," the final decision maker is the teacher if
a mutual respect exists in the classroom between teacher
and students.
With a rapport established, the students, with the
advice of the teacher, set goals for classroom behavior
and reading period behavior.
were charted:

The following "room-rules"

(1) pencils may only be sharpened before

school, at noon, or after school; (2) talking that is
loud enough to bother others (at study or reading time)
should not occur; (3) use manners and common sense all the
time; (4) don't bother people by talking to them; and (5)
respect the student government.
The students decided that they would like their
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student government to consist of a president, vice president, and secretary that would have the following duties:
President--lead class meeting, flag salute, and room
problem discussion.

Vice President--assign room duties

and make sure they are done.

Secretary--take care of lunch

count, attendance cards, and class correspondence.

It

was decided to elect officers once a month at a general
class meeting.
Physical environment.

In order to have freedom in

a classroom, flexibility was essential.

Desks were easily

moved for small group work and team arrangement.

Folding

chairs were also valuable for free movement.
Rather than keeping all materials and books in one
section of the room, confusion was avoided by distributing
the items around the room.

Many teachers have found it

beneficial to label books according to difficulty so they
will be quickly attained.

The writer, however, felt that

browsing through materials was an invaluable experience
in self-selection and thus used a subject arrangement in the
class library.
Work areas were conveniently arranged in the classroom for such items as tape recorders, record players,
listening posts and art activities.
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Interest control.

The writer discovered that as

long as the class library was well supplied and each child
was interested in the book he was reading and the correlated work he was doing, there was no sign of a control
problem.

Making sure that each child was interested and

was not frustrated in his work required high interest and
close observation on the part of the writer.
Individual control.

Since children are not in

large groups and if they are in any group situation, it
was self-initiated usually on an interest basis, control
was individual.

The teacher was able to observe unusual

behavior in walking around the room or from her desk in
a teacher-pupil conference and could attend to it immediately with very little disturbance to the class.
Weekly schedule.

At an arranged time, the class

and the teacher designed their basic reading schedule for
the coming week.

Certain time allotments were scheduled for

skills groups, basal reader units, special interest units,
and sharing times.

Each child was then to determine what

he would be reading, the written work involved, if he
planned on working with someone, and what his goal for the
week was.

These individual plans would then be checked

over by the teacher.

As with all planning, these schedules
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were subject to revision and change, but with the goals
remaining constant.

See Appendix D for an example of a

weekly reading schedule.
Daily reading report.

At the close of the reading

class period, time was reserved to fill out a reading
report (Appendix D).

This information kept the teacher

informed daily on each child's accompltshments and it
provided self-evaluation and direction for the students.
Further preparation .2f students.

Following the

initial preparation previously covered, it was a prerequisite to prepare the students with the nature of individualized instruction in reading and individual differences.
This was handled by the writer in a verbal explanation of
individualized reading followed by a class
individual differences.

discus~ion

of

The students were cognizant of

differences in reading ability and revealed their concerns
about being slowed down, or rushed, which ever the case
was, in previous reading instruction.
Self-selection .2f books.

Traditionally, all book

selection in reading programs is done by the teacher.

This

change in procedure required a definite adjustment for the
students.

By this time, they were generally aware of their
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strengths and weaknesses in reading as well as their
operational level, so it was now necessary to talk about
the actual self-selection of books.

The writer explained

to the class that they were going to be reading for themselves so the type and size of the book was up to them.
They were told to randomly choose books that appeared
interesting to them at their level of reading, take them
to their desks and look them over further.

The next step

was to show the teacher the book they selected.

This

provided necessary guidance, as some students needed
direction in broadening reading interests; some had
interests that exceeded ability; and still others needed
imposed challenges.

The writer encouraged the practice

of always giving a book a chance, but never demanded that
they finish a book if it did not suit them.

Careful

selection and experience in self-selection limited the
problem of students not finishing chosen material.
II.

METHODS OF READING ASSISTANCE

Several methods of assisting children were utilized by the writer.

During the time when the teacher

was moving around the classroom, students were to raise
their hands if they needed help and continue reading
until the teacher could assist.

If the problem required
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more time to solve, students would arrange a conference
time with the teacher to be immediately taken care of,
if possible.
At the times when the teacher was in conference
or guiding skill-groups, students relied on the "HelpOne-A.nother" method.

Students were seated according to

the reading partner they had chosen.

A preferable part-

ner arrangement was a high-ability reader with an average
or low-ability reader which was the case for the majority
of students.

This method required good management not

to become a disturbance.
Several times a week, four high-ability reading
helpers from a sixth grade class assisted the program.
These students helped class members with word difficulties,
oral reading expression, vocabulary, and word recognition.
Reflections by these student helpers can be found in
Appendix G.
III.

METHOD OF WRITTEN WORK

Choice of written work depended on what skills the
students felt they should strengthen.

Self-evaluation was

quite accurate as a result of student record keeping and
teacher-pupil conferences.
work are covered as follows:

The various types of written
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Job cards.

(Appendix H) This method of written work

was frequently selected by students because it encompassed
a variety of such skills as comprehension, evaluation,
word-study, vocabulary, comparison, expression in oral
reading and countless other skills; and because the job
cards involved many types of activities.

Initially these

job cards were designed by the writer, but later in the
program, students were able to plan some of their own job
cards.

All job card work, as well as other written work,

was kept by the students in a note book.

The work was

dated and evaluated by student and teacher.
Story reports.

(Appendix H) Required in this method

was the writing of a brief or lengthy summarization of a
story.

Writing procedure was student designed.

Story

reports were good practice for organizing thoughts, expressing reaction and extracting main ideas from a selection.
Work books and book work.

Some of the basal reading

series contained follow-up work or correlated work books.
Students were free to decide which book questions would
benefit their needs most and which work book pages were
appropriate.

Teacher's editions were readily available

for students to check their own work, which they kept in
their reading notebook.
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Basal text and interest area units.

(Appendix D)

Several reading units were prepared to provide a unique
form of stimulation in the reading program.

Although

these units were more structured than the other methods
discussed, a variety of choices of involved assignments
and additional bibliography were available to students
who chose or were directed to this form of study.

High

ability readers chose this method over all others except
the job cards.
III.

STUDENT RECORD KEEPING

Individualized instruction in reading required that
students have definite goals in mind and a realization of
progress.

The writer found that if children kept records

of the following items, they were aware of goals and
progress at all times:
1.

Areas of interest

2.

Unanswered questions

J.

Special assignments

4.

Special problems

5.

Reactions to discussions

6.

Ideas to remember

?.

File of note cards on books read

8.

List of interesting new words

9.

Sounded-out words and new sounding rules learned
or discovered

10.

Notebook of reading work with grades and other
evaluations

*11.

List of class and individual goals in reading

12.

Weekly schedule of class and individual goals
in reading.

*Examples of the starred item can be found in
Appendix G.
IV.

CLASSROOM COLLECTION OF' BOOKS

Because of the nature of an individualized program
in reading, many books must be available.

The writer was

able to gather a more than adequate supply of books by
using all available basal and supplementary books in the
building plus the work books and related teacher's
editions; gathering books from the students' and teacher's
personal libraries; obtaining fresh supplies of books
monthly from the school and city libraries; and utilizing
magazines, newspapers, and Scholastic Book Club paperbacks for the remainder of the supply.
V.

DEVELOPMENT OP SKILLS IN READING

In order to develop skills in reading, a child must
first like to read.

Except in unusual cases, this was
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accomplished through self-selection of reading materials.
Each child needed a book he could read; not one that would
frustrate him.

Skill development readily followed reading

interest.
Sight vocabulary.
is involved here.

Instant recognition of words met

Basic sight vocabulary can be checked by

using lists of words considered basic by a reading authority,
such as Edward Dolch, which can be referred to in Appendix

B.
Learning words by the sight method refers to a method
by which a pupil identifies a word.

In this individualized

reading program when a pupil met a word he did not recognize, the word was supplied by the teacher, the reading
partner, or the reading helpers as the word appeared in
isolation, in a word list or in a sentence.

The pupil

repeated the word and then wrote it on his "new-word"
list for later practice.
In this connection, the writer again emphasizes the
importance of careful self-selection.

Dolch (14:568) explains

this further in the following statement:

"If the books

chosen are too hard, skipping will inevitably occur, and
wrong habits will be cultivated."
When the pupil returned to his "new-word" list for
further practice, it was advised that he note the general
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configuration or outline of the words.

By noting the out-

line of a word, the reader was saved from the necessity
of deciphering many words that he met.
It should be noted here that a child does a lot of
guessing if he has an interesting book.

However, in the

experience of the writer, if an unknown word blocked the
meaning of a story, the child sought assistance, and if what
he guessed seemed to fit, he went on with his reading just
as he would in any reading.
Phonetic analysis.
concentrated attention.

Phonics should have special and
In individualized reading, the

pressure was almost entirely from the book.

If the child

was interested and wanted to know what a word said, he
learned new sounding principles by discovery, but he also
needed to have instruction in sounding through special
skill's groups or teacher-pupil conferences.
The approach to phonic's instruction used by the
writer was mainly functional, meaning it was taught as
part of reading, not in isolation.

Opportunity was provided

for the child, in a small group or individually, to encounter
words in meaningful context and apply generalizations that
have been learned.

Games, drills and other activities

that focused on certain skills were utilized.
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Comprehension.

Only through an understanding of

such causes in comprehension difficulties as limited
intelligence, undesirable physical factors in the individual or in the classroom, overemphasis of word recognition and oral reading in previous training, and insufficient
background for reading a selection was the writer able to
help students better understand materials.

Again, the im-

portance of record keeping and knowledge of individual
differences presented itself.
To further understand a child's problems in reading
comprehension, the writer needed to know the following
skills that make up the ability to comprehend what is read.
These skills were taken as listed from DeBoer (9:121):
1.

Reading to find the main idea

2.

Reading to select significant details

J.

Reading to answer general or specific questions

4.

Reading to summarize and organize

5.

Reading to arrive at generalizations

6.

Reading to follow directions

7.

Reading to predict outcomes

8.

Reading to evaluate critically

9.

Ability to understand words in relationship
a) Phrase meaning
b) Sentence meaning
c) Paragraph meaning
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Strengths and weaknesses in comprehension skills
were observable in the previously discussed methods of
reading work and through the sharing of ideas obtained
from reading in the class, small groups, teacher-pupil
conferences and team sharing.

These same methods served

the purpose of developing comprehension skills.
Appreciation of content.

Standard readers and

trade books are composed of materials that children need
to know about and think about.

Children interested in

their reading react with comments, criticisms and appreciations, so the writer arranged for sharing periods in
the following ways:
1.

Small groups.

Children who can read the same book

or books on the same topic carried on discussions
among themselves.

These discussions often resulted

in further activities of recording favorite selections in play-form or organizing their thoughts
to share with the class.
2.

Class reporting assignments.

Open assignments

were made to the class such as, "Have a trade
book read by two weeks from today.

During the

reading period you will share your thoughts with
the class in a way that you won't know about until
the day arrives."
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The following ideas were some that were utilized
by the writer for such an assignment:
a.

Read your favorite section in the book
you chose.

This reading is not to exceed

two pages.

'I' ell

the class why it was

your favorite section.
b.

Act as a resource person for the book you
read.

Briefly introduce it and then try

to answer all the questions that group the
can ask you.
c.

Select three characters from your book,
briefly explain them, and tell what their
relationship was to the action of the
story.

J.

Team £!: conference sharing.

Informal conversations

to provide for children's reactions were done in
team or teacher-pupil conferences.

Through ver-

balizing thoughts, more meaning and appreciation
was developed in the students.
Another aspect of content appreciation which involved
self-understanding was "bibliotherapy"--therapy not implying illness, but the normal conditions of personal and
interpersonal problems in the life of children(9:229).
Self-selection leads children to books which help them
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gain insights, but the writer found that certain children
needed to be directed to appropriate books.

A guide for

"bibliotherapy" can be found in Appendix E.
Summary of section _£!! reading skills.

·rhe writer

chose to emphasize certain reading skills because they
best described the methods of developing skills in an
individualized reading program.

Skills, such as devel-

oping appropriate reading rates, ability to locate information, oral reading and various sub-topics are equally
important to the skills reported on in detail in this
paper.
Nonconsumable teaching materials.

In order to keep

abreast of children's notebooks, daily reading records
and other necessary involvements in an individualized reading program, the writer found it advantageous to utilize
nonconsumable materials.

From the school district and

commodities at hand, the following nonconsumables served
the purpose of time-reduction in teacher preparation of
materials:
1.

Tape-recordings were prepared for listening
lessons to be used by small groups or individuals at a listening post. Five to ten
minute stories were delivered on tape plus
follow-up questions to be answered on paper.
Several correlated answer books allowed
students to check their work.

Tapes were also made from teacher, students, or
professionally read stories and poems and
used solely for literary appreciation.
2.

Records involving literature for listening
lessons or appreciation were obtained from
the school district and city libraries,
teachers, and students, and were used with
the entire class, with small groups, or with
individuals at listening posts.

J.

As many teacher's editions and answer books as
were available for basal and supplementary
reading texts were supplied so students
could correct their own work.

4.

Student and teacher prepared reading job cards
were categorized, duplicated and attached
to tag-board so that every student in the
class had his own supply of job-cards.

5.

Basal reading text and reading interest units
of study were duplicated and filed for student use.

6.

The World Book Encyclopedia teaching machine,
unfortunately the only type available, was
individually utilized for drill in vocabulary,
phonics and word-study skills.

7.

Lamenated articles and pictures of outstanding
authors in the area of children's literature
were on file for student use.

8.

Transparencies for use in small skills groups
were prepared for the opaque projector.

9.

A film-strip projector and motion-picture projector were utilized for presenting background materials, stories, or films about
reading and study skills, but the physical
environment of the classroom prohibited individuals and small groups from viewing materials.

10.

Such materials as controlled readers, singleconcept films and tachistoscopes were not available for use in this reading program, but would
be highly desirable.
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Flexible scheduling.

It was essential that all

schedules, group and individual, be flexible.

For a

few examples, high interest in sharing ideas, class or
group discussions and reading projects would demand more
time than might have been scheduled; the students would
over or under-estimate the amount of time needed to read
a selection or complete a job; and skills groups or teacherpupil conferences would require less or more time than
planning alloted.

The writer might be safe in generalizing

that any time students play an integral part in lesson
planning in a democratically organized classroom, flexible
scheduling must exist.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE UTILIZATION OF INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION IN READING
Because the writer was concerned about the limitations of traditional methods of teaching reading, a
program of individualized instruction in reading was
initiated in the classroom to improve reading instruction.
The results of the utilization of this program will be
evaluated in this chapter from the positions of the involved
teacher and students considering all aspects of the program.

I.

EVALUATION FROM THE WRITER'S POSITION

Speaking generally of the reading program, the writer
felt that reading instruction was improved.

The program was

free from the tiresome boundaries which formal reading in
basic readers so often imposes.
Setting up the program required much extra time from
the writer.

Gathering methods of evaluating reading levels,

acquiring audio-visual equipment and materials, obtaining
a sufficient number of books, and preparing reading job
cards and units among other initial duties was time-consuming, but once the program was established and nonconsumables
were prepared in abundance, little extra time was required
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of the writer except for the normal activities involved in
any type of educational program.
Time spent in correcting papers was diminished
because students were given the responsibility of evaluating much of their own work.

Teacher-pupil evaluations of

written work was also frequently employed.
There were diversified approaches to the appraisal
of a child's succes.s in reading in the individualized
approach.

Verbalizing ideas, expressing thoughts in poetry,

creative dramatics in showing the plot of a story, and other
forms of objective expression widened the focus on student
appraisal.

This did add more problems to subjectivity

in grading, but eliminated rating a student's success,
according to teacher prescribed assignments, in relation
to the success of peers.
Lack of time to meet with individual students to assist
with questions, problems, and evaluations was frustrating,
but the writer faced the same frustration when utilizing a
basal reading program.

Even though it would have been more

beneficial to have frequent teacher-pupil conferences (at
least one every two days), the writer felt that more individuals were helped under this method than if they had been
in a group situation.
The original supply of books and other reading materials
for an individualized reading program was more than adequate,
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but as the year progressed it became difficult to supply
new reading materials because the school did not have an
organized library, the school district had no library, and
the public library was insufficient and uncooperative.
The program could have been more successful, in the writer's
analysis, if a lack of materials at the end of the year
had not existed.

Discipline problems did not occur until

there was an inadequate supply of books.
Not only the reading needs but the personal needs of
students were more readily recognized and taken care of.
This was possible because the reading program was "personal" and there were more occasions when the writer could
converse with students either in the course of the reading
period or in a teacher-pupil conference.
Because the involved students had been instructed
in structured reading programs until this point in their
education, some of them required the security of being told
what to do and how to do it.

The writer obliged this need,

but directed these students to self-selection and selfrealization through observation of peers and the experience
of success.
The writer can only generalize from observing students
who definitely improved word-study skills, comprehension,
word recognition and increased vocabulary that an
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individualized reading program improved reading skills
since a control-group and standard testing procedures were
not employed.

It can be stated, however, that the writer's

enthusiasm and positive attitude toward teaching; the
human interaction of the teacher respecting the thoughts
of students and the students' respecting the thoughts of
the teacher; the opportunity of isolating needs for
specific learnings; and the stimulation and challenge of
personalized teaching made this program unquestionably
successful for the writer.

II.

EVALUATION FROM THE STUDENTS' POSITION

Analysis of the individualized reading program
generalized from student attitudes and reactions was positive.

Ralph Waldo Emerson (16:258) philosophically stated

that, "Our chief want in life is somebody who shall inspire
us to do what we can."

This quotation could be applied to

this program, as the students accepted the challenge or
"the inspiration" from the writer to progress individually
in reading endeavors.
Self-selection increased student interest in reading.
When students were highly motivated by a chosen book they
more often used a dictionary for word meanings and pronunciation, shared their thoughts in writing and
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verbalization, and increased comprehension.

This interest

also caused them to read more books than many of the
students had ever read before.
Students were more aware of their strengths and
weaknesses because of self-evaluation and teacher-pupil
conferences.

This awareness, along with the motivation

of interest, enabled them to rely on their reading
strengths and the improvement of their reading weaknesses.
There was no noticeable sign of competition among
students except for a few wholesome contests between highabili ty students to see how many books they could read.
Many students were stimulated to compete with themselves
in improving weak areas and in reading more material.
The writer must here insert the fact that a few students
with low self-concepts were seldom stimulated in the reading program or in any other area.

They had moments of

interest, but more moments of disinterest.

An assumption

was made that certain individuals require much extrinsic
motivation in order to develop a positive and realistic
self-concept.
As was previously mentioned, when the supply of
reading materials diminished, particularly trade books,
the students relaxed their efforts.

The supply of

supplementary readers was abundant, but the majority of
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students had partially negative attitudes about basal
readers from past experiences.

Some behavior problems

during the reading period did result, but not to an
alarming extent.

Basal text units, magazine articles

and newspapers altered most problems.
In reviewing the year's activities and accomplishments in the individualized reading program, the most
prevalent student reactions were that they now knew
what to improve in their reading and how to do it; team
reading helped students "put expression into their voices;"
many felt more "courage" in sharing things with the class;
they were introduced to "many different kinds of books;"
and some came to enjoy forms of written work that they
had previously disliked.
evaluations.

Refer to Appendix G for student

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF PROBLEMS
INVOLVED IN INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION
IN fil'.ADING
The individualized method of teaching reading is being
used in schools throughout the country, and many educators
are now considering trying the method.

Everyone interested

in reading should understand what individualized reading
implies and the problems that arise if this method is
utilized.

This chapter involves a summary of principles

and procedures important to educators as they face the
problems involved in individualizing instruction in reading.

I.

INDIVIDUAL NATURE OF READING

It is important to have a perspective on the problem
of reading in relation to personality development and the
everyday lives of people.

Ruth Strang (55:1) presents a

view of reading as follows:
Reading, as we now view it, is more than seeing words
clearly, more than recognizing the meaning of individual
words, more than pronouncing words correctly. Reading
requires us to think, feel and use our imagination.
Effective reading is purposeful. The use one makes of
his reading largely determines what he reads, why he
reads, and how he reads.
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Social and cultural needs cause some reading
motivation, but reading also presents an opportunity to
fulfill the basic human need of being alone.

Reading is

an individual endeavor.
II.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN READING

A teacher in an individualized reading program
needs to recognize such individual differences as intelligence, modes of learning, motivation, interests, selfconcept, and independent reading level.

After recog-

nizing these differences, a teacher must know how to
utilize observational methods, standardized testing procedures and results, and teacher-designed tests.

Diag-

nosing how these differences affect reading achievement
leads to recommendations for remediation or continued
growth in reading.
III.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN READING

A teacher in an individualized reading program
does not discount the fact that skill development in
reading is a continuous and cumulative process.

It is

not an easy task to provide for continuous skill development for thirty-one students (or what ever the number)
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who are in different phases of development, but it is
certainly not impossible.

Once an individualized program

is established, a teacher can devote a great majority of
time to diagnosing individual student needs according to
their level of skill development and to recommending
appropriate tasks.
IV.

TEACHER READINESS AND UNDERSTANDING

A teacher in an individualized reading program
would require the ability to select and assign reading
levels to trade books; a thorough knowledge of reading
skills; ability to prepare questions and quality materials;
a wide knowledge of diagnostic reading techniques; and
an acceptance and understanding of individual differences.
A highly compulsive teacher could not thrive in an indepen-

dent program because this program requires flexibility.
V.

ROOM ENVIRONMENT

Flexibility is the key to room environment.

Desks,

chairs and tables should be moveable to provide for a
variety of activities and grouping arrangements.

This

flexibility should be mental as well as physical on the
part of the teacher and the students in attitude and planning.

Because of the variety of activities in an individualized reading program, work areas should be arranged
throughout the room to avoid confusion.

VI.

SUPPLYING NECESSARY MATERIALS

Some people have estimated that there should be
at least five books per child in an individualized reading program.
interest.

The actual number is not as important as the

One thing is largely agreed upon.

Reading

materials designed to suit the interest level and reading
ability of each child should be available when the child
needs them.
The factors causing graded reading difficulties
should be understood by teachers in order to select trade
books and recommend them to individuals.

In Appendix E,

a compilation of these factors can be found.
Reading job cards, basal text and interest units,
workbooks, and other study media must be available in
abundance for practice in skill building.
It is beneficial to have such audio-visual materials
as a record player, tape recorder, listening posts, overhead projector and a filmstrip projector, among other
teaching aids, but an individualized reading program could
certainly function without them.
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VII.

PRESSURES OF SCHOOL CHILDREN TODAY

Society, parents, and schools are putting pressure
on children today to excel academically, to go to college,
to have social and emotional experiences at a young age,
and to value material possessions, along with many other
pressures.

The writer feels that these pressures have

implications for the classroom teacher.

Instruction in

reading must provide for mental and emotional stresses,
understanding each child's self-concept and respecting
each child as an individual human being.

Some instruc-

tional method of individualization in teaching would have
to be utilized to provide for these individual pressures.
VIII.

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH ON INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION IN READING

Educators do not discount the fact that informal
appraisals of individualized reading programs show that
teachers and students find much satisfaction in this
approach to reading.

They also realize that the values of

attitudes and human relations which are recognized as the
outstanding strengths of the program are difficult to
measure.
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There is certainly merit in unevaluated descriptions
of individualized reading, but there is also need for
further research, especially in the area of skill development in an individualized reading program.
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Inventories to Aid in the Identification
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INCOMPLETE SENTENCE PROJECTIVE TEST (5:197)
1.

Today I feel~~~~~~~-~~~-~-~~-~-~~

2.

When I have to read, I

3.

I get angry when

5.

My idea of a good time is

6.

I wish my parents knew

s.

I can't understand why

~-----~--~-----~~

---------------------------------~

----------------~

----------------~

10.
11.
12.

To me, homework_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13.

I'd rather read than

-----------------~

14.
15.

I like to read when

-----------------~

16.
17.

When I take my report card home

18.

I'd read more ·if

19.
20.

-----------~

--------------------

When I read outloud
-----------------~

21.
I look forward to

------------------~

23.

my favorite program on t.v. is

24.

The best book I ever read is

25.

When I finish high school

-------------

~-------------

--------------~

A NEWS STORY ABOUT ME
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By
On my last birthday I was

years old.

I was born in

•

In my family there are

people.
brothers and sisters.

! have

They are

~------~--~

I like to play with

years old.

~----~~~~~~~-~~-

•

We play ~~~~~~~~-~~-~--~~--~~~~·
with me.
Father plays
--~~~-~~~~~~-~--~

Mother plays

~-~~~-~~~~~~~---~

with me.

I (do, do not like) to play alone.
Hy father works at
He is a

~~-~~~~~~------~

~~~~~~~~-~~~~-----~-~~

My mother works as a
I help at home by
It takes me about

~~---~~~~~-~--~

-~~~~~~~~-~~---~-

~------~---

•
•
•
•

each day.

The thing I like to do best at home is

NEWS ABOUT MY FRIENDS
My best friend is
I like (him, her) because

~--~~~~~~~--~

•

We play --~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~---~~·
I would rather play at my house because

I would rather play at my friend's house because

------
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The person I like best to play with at school is

------ •

The person I like to sit next to is
When I play outdoors, I like to
When I can do what I like, I

NEWS ABOUT SCHOOL
•
--------------like most at school is

At school the most fun is when
The thing I

The thing I like least at school 1s

-----------~

•

NEWS ABOUT MY PETS

I (do not, do) take care of my pet.
•
---------------I would like to have a pet
•
----------------MY HOBBIES AND COLLECTIONS
I do not have a pet because

My hobby is - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
I want to collect
•
--------------------~

MY TRAVELS AND ADVEN TURES
I have traveled
in an airplane
on a train
on a boat

----------

-------

on a bus
in an auto
on a bicycle

The most exciting thing that happened to me

MY MOVIE AND TV FAVORITES
I see

-------movies

I watch

----~-TV

each week.

programs each day.

----was
------
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My favorite program is

-~-------------~-----~

•

MY BOOKS AND MY READING

I like to read about

------~---------------~

The best book I ever read was
! (do, do not get)

I have

•
-------------------books from the library.

-------books

I read aloud to

•

of my own at home.

----------------~----------~

NEWS ABOUT ME

When I grow up I want to be

----------------~

•

My favorite food is
My least favorite food is

~-------------------~

•
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1

~--~·,;~l'P'V.,...':.""~"";"!',,,....~-·,.,..,:...,.,
.. -..,,...,

.Flnd out thechild 0 a com.fol"t·able :Nn~ding levol in re~pf;lot to (1) voceJ::f- ·
ulary and {2) comprehans1011.

-Gi v.e the child several books rane;lng fr.om 't'el:'Y. eaoy to

V$'l.'Y

him).

he.rd (for·

Aek him to examine caoh book, reed a littl~ f.roo it, and th!3n
deoido whether ha thinlta 1 t · is too .eaay, too hard or just about 1,l~~llt

'f·

for· sood reading.

When he finds one 01• more
rate ae too easy, aok h1m
·aloud· .wi·t.hout Pl"elimlnary
l word 1n 20, tha book 1e
• at all, it ie too eaayo

boot.a that he thinlte ho can l"oed, hut ooen not
to f1nd a po.ge without. p1oturoa and read it

silent reading. If' the child raiasoa morv t.han
not easy en.ou3h. If he doeJ:? not rnir;s any wc:~. .a:;

, ·After t~he pc1ge hao bee11 raeud, aok hiu1 .qu0ction·s ::bot1t · t1i0 cc:11to1:,t. · t1c ~: . ~~
" the question:::: to the undo1-.atanding a'b3.l.i ti en on tb.e :Pee.e:rn.g al:::i.J.J. s ni.:«Vil'.

sheet for that aamo level.. If the content of ttiio pago 1e ·t.oo l~.:d.t~:(;
t·o give a reasonably adequate idea of his e.b:.t:U.ty to undm."gta~l'.'1 i.du:·::. t;:J
. reads, hnve him read~ a whole stol"'y and qilestj.on him· on thG.t. Contlr;.t:.3
'.until. you al"S fully satisfied ths.t you have found Cl WOl."kiuc; level 1r1hich
; ie not ao difficult that he will be discoUl"aged and. n.ot so easy that·~ h3
·will have nothing to. learn.
ctiecl;;. the child 0 o wm.:d ....i ..ecogn~tion sk.illso
Us<-.:t the J.lst cf 'W0?.'{1·•f'.:t.tt'';l;.
s!Ulle for. each levol prlol'? .·to and lncludii1g thG lov;;:l]. of t.l1e boofr loc atcd ln #1 above. Have the child demonatr.;.tG hie cor.1p::d:,c:1r:c0 on ei::,.oh S3~,~.l.1:1
(such as matching pictures. accor-d1.net""£os~o\ll:i'a~, f:i.:nd:lng .i."'oot wordc ar:'.c1

endl.ngs, . dividing wo1-:ds into syllables, writing p.rc.·munc :to.tion. 0y1~boJ.e 1.'or.'
sounds). ·
L)~st

those whS.ch (a) he· knot·rs without qu·(~stion 1 (b) he cs.n do only t-Jh.en
mxps.r."Viaed, ( c) ha. des a u.ot lr.ncwl

.check
.... . the
Choe~:

c1.~tctiona1"y

sl:;.5.lls up to and :tnclud1.ng th.:le

h1o kn01·llcd.ge of li teratu1~G up to and

J~o"'J'sl.

;.ncl~di.ng

t.11:ls level.

Find· ou.t what ~C:rl·3 child thh1J.ta about his own· readi111g abil 3. ty ..
lti:lnd out what. ·the child 11 s f~elhlG,S are~ r•Z?Z,al"ding :r.eedinz. ·.
flU...'l:!'II::•rizo th·3 childat-i r-oad1ne; st1'1~:m5ths e.nd weai:n-enzes. E~q:Q.i::J.n to th~-:
' chlld th<.=) uutn.n•e of h.:rn pa:t>t:lcula.:r l"C:Jad.h15 problo;n c.ma. teJ.1 h~.m hoH :\rou
oxo0ct t.o hcl n h:i.m ovcrcorae it... 1n:E:P ·THE KXl:iI~ANi1.Trm1 SI:M.i?I.,E. Err.mh~t: :1.~::s
cfuiy aho1"t tcr·r:1 goc...1. s. Ee specific. Keep his ~:1.e;ht on p:z."' oblems :Lo ;:ii:•
<>C1'1"'r.:i
t '-~·"'
..;.O..J..
!•

_.J."'1''"CC'.l'i"
... ....,f~1
L. .. 1.:0.::.·
••t=i-Ltw·
...,,,., ~

·liir!'l't""'
...~4-C.l... ·.J .. jrih
;..lb.I

r<r.11~1t
r.;,(;
....... :..I.

.e\'l'
O""""'"'~~...,r·
.~ ... ..
t..JVJ.~..:;U
.. .-.i..lQ

,,.,,.~.-:1..l
ct..t~

,;..,.,.,..,.
4:,·-...1.1

~'"°'·~-r
~-..;.JJ.,~J

(~i-"'•"'in•·1i·
·~· ..t;. ... _t...\,.t...., ...1p

UtlJ.ize the st,r-ongtb.s to build confidence.

Do rn;t

o.zl~

completed.

a ci1ild to uoe for remsdit:>.l worJr a

l"~aaer

ha h'.:tF:l

prev:tcw;1~'

sumroations o.n. l:Iov to Find a. Child• s Roadi.ttg LGvel

Soleet a. serioa of good basic readers 'Uhich v.UJ., in ,-ow.- opinion.,
bost sttit the childo
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.•

frozn a staad~dized reac11Jlg tost 9 tha child's
reading laval and select a reader about one g:ra.do
, 'Wider tho standardized tast levol or- g:rads plaoornonto
Estimate

rou~,

irur~uct"io.nal.

ltave tha c~d road tho first complete sen.ten.co ut tho bogi.nning
ot'th<l pages sampled and map a rooord of his orrort.:o A suggested
fOl"Jll

for· recording erros 1e given on the folloving pnae.

' As tho child reads count as 01"rors misp2r0nunciations 9 omissio.ns,

• : subt;titutio.ns; _b~si taneies over threG sooo.nds t distortions and
' uo:rd assists ey the toacher. Don•t count mistaltas· o.n proper nameso

lf the porco.ntacre ot erro~s per hund.rGd 't·rords is more than 3 to
'5 per cont, drop doi-m to the next grado level in· tho· s~ioso I:r
the porcentaeo of orro:!:'s is less than 2 per ca.nt, move up to the
uoxt g-.41ad.o level. in tb.o sei"ioso.
When you. have found the lcv12l ~:f; trhicb the child's ·elTors constitute
app1~onma.toly 3 to ' peA::' cent of. the ru.nn1.ng lrords·, test his
·
pa~agraph

roadingo

Solact four or fivo paragraphs and have tho

child l"oad thesa, 'botll aUe.ntly a.nd Ol"ally, noting tho dif'i"iaultieno

Rom~rnbor

tha t serien d1ffo~ in difficUlty; tn~retore, teach the
chiLd in the series used to evaluate him 1 ozia rotost ~1!11 in the
se~ies to bo used fo? fnst1'>ttctiono
·

· If the child passas tho s·ento.11cc test out not tllo pfU"agrapb tosti
teach h!E! on the l0vei indicated by the santenoe tcsto Tbis hold.S
i;l~ua Oxu.,x. on tho primal"Y le·val bocausa at· this level fw ch1J.dre.n
have dj.f.ficulty t:rl tb tho co.ncapts of'fa1..ad, and the vocabulal:y
p-rol)lem is no~ so much one o:r mea.ning as of recognitiOll.o

Childran \tao 'lrl!ow difficultios of

o~ganim'!tion

~te.ntionp

and

undorstaw:li.ng c~m be tattr;ht in material uhera ihey kno11 at least
95' per cont of tho 1~nning 'rordso

I

. Ho might su1mnarize tho :f'oJ.loi-ring l'ruotioal tUlderlying assumntio11s
· from clinical and toachin" 07-"eTio.ncei
•
b
-~
A ch:tld can :.:-oo.d Iuaterials ·ut thout assi:r'ca11ce 1ihell he 1.mo·m3
and 'l1ni::lorstm'H1s· 98... 99 po:r co1ti; of vocabulary UJ'1.d comprhlteudn
(
75'-90 lJ')l.. coJ.l'ti of main idea.so Tl1:ls is his i1i<1ipendont, J.5.brru:_y9
or :f'1..e0 i~en,diJ1:; lo'T.relo

i

(b)

~;

[

~~.·

~:110 ch:lJ.d ~ s L"ltrc;j_"uci;io.nnl or i;oachi11g lovol is ·where !lo kn.OWfJ
m1c1 ttrtderr::t;anda ·1;110 mGnnin.g o~ 95'-98 por cont of vocai:ml~~<:"'Y and

co.rni)1.>0}1..~.nds al101.ri;

'7,....90 pc:i.... cont· of

m~in

idcar;g,

r;:.crH:rt~l"'ttc·tiouaJ.

level n 5..r..:plics tho chilc1 J.\oedo 't'ro:t•d an.olynis of w1k.uot-:11. uoJ."ds
8l1d comprohc.twio~l. dil"e<:.!·~icno
'il•
t • :.. " l'
f'
.
. •
1 o·r.ro.f.
"I
.... nc c~1:u.ci
s _:zittc·:;);n·i;io.n
·i s 'N}1e.n t(J.O
los~ thm1 ?rJ IX11~ cc.rrc of i~ho 8r;d11 idoa.s~

kn.owo
I!•1u::i;:<;at:to.n :tn
roe:!.d5..nr; r,on.o?~l1y inc~N'Ja0a~3 t-ii th o. decrease in .rccogn:l.tion..~
llloon1J'.l(:: voc<.-">.h1.tl<J!.~y, and go.nm:.•al coup:rel1011aioJ.t of materials· he
l"ocor,n:t~;cs o~
1

is l"cadlngo

O.ne of tho main plu:>poscs of the diagnosis 1.s to c'letorra:tno tho f.neo
. reading and inst:euc·cional lovclo for teaching pu.:i...posos~
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YOUR READING CHECX LIST (66:3)
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HOW WELL DO I READ?

A.

B.

Physical conditions
1. Are my health, eyesight, and hearing
satisfactory?
2. Do I usually read in Q fairly quiet,
well-lighted room?
Oral reading
3. Can I pronounce new words?
4. Can I read aloud easily?
5. Can I read aloud. in such a way
that my listeners understand and
enjoy what I read?

c.

Vocabulary
6. Is my general vocabulary good?
7. Do I know technical words of
subjects I study?
8. Can I figure out the meaning of
new words from the way they are
used?
9. Do I know how to use the dictionary to find the meaning of new
words?

D.

Rate
10. Do I read silently without moving
my lips?
11. Do I read groups of words, instead
of one word at a time?
12. Do I read right along without looking back again at words I have
already read?
13. Do I change my rate of reading to
suit the kind of !:material I am
reading?
14. Do I read simple material rapidly
and accurately?

E.

Understanding
Do I concentrate and think about
what I read?
16. Can I pick out the main thought
of a paragraph?
17. Do I know how to read quickly to
find details?
18. Do I spot wrong statements as I
read?
19. Can I explain what I have read to
someone else?

Ex. Good Av. Poor

------------ ---- --- -------- ---- --- -------- ---- --- -------- ---- --- -------- ----- --- ---- - --------------

-------------

15.

----------------------

-----

F.

G.

Study Aids
20. Do I know how to use the library?
21. Do I know how to find and use
reference books and magazines?
Reading Program
Do I read books and magazines on
many topics?
2:;. Do I know how to choose between
good and poor reading material?
Do I know how to choose books for
enjoyment?
24. Do I know how to find the books I
want to read?
25. Do I know how to choose between
good and poor reading material?
26. Do I set aside time each day for
reading?

22.

Ex.
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Good Av. Poor

-----

--

--

--

--

---

IHF0RHA1 1l3iillIUG ruvm;TVRY

Estimated Reading levels
Ao
Ber

c.

. Do

E~

I11dcpondont
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Instructional
Frustrational

..... _ . .

Hearing

•

.,.,...,... • • ._....

....... u

.....

v~

• · Specific Difficulties Uoted
-?

A~

OraJ. Reading...

Anxiety: no lovcl or relaxat1o.s.'l. _....._ ..__,_,; grontcr than sile.nt___
_
V~n..y slo1·1 but accurate_ _ ..... ; too :fast £01.. accuracy,____
P.~1"ors: Om:tssio11s_ _ ; .Addit:i.ona_..
..; SubstituSiions_____

Ra:t;e:

llevorsals_ _; liabi tunl ropoti tio1~__;
Percm)tual
. .., d:l.:f'f ictu·i;iez: l30ginnings__ ....; Hcdial... _
,J.:.:ndings.,

..,•

-----·

Fh:cas:tng: inacei1rate_; inac1oquate._; ingno:res

punct-uation_______.

01.,al rereading no imp:. . oveme11t over oral sight reading.,_

r ·-.c

• .,.•

Li?.. ·i {·-')a. .,,,~~tc•Y~·io•
.. s"'~n
j."'"" \. ..t..:.
Lir::1i tod comp::-ohension span___
.
D1..i vo: overly arcdous_; i.."1.diff Gron-c_..o
ll0,tr3: ve1.. y slov bu·(; accurate_....._..,.; too fo.s-C for accuracy_ _;
slolte:t• than m:>nl at sooo lovcls_~------o
j,..i..l.~y\.;,:;

J...Jc.t..:.~~~

Q.i.,.1

Poor hab:tts:

vocali?.atio.n_.___:.; finger poi.nt:i..ng_;
ui th booh:_ _; loses place. -~-o

ac~:\fa~rcl

I
! •

f..,~:1n
V:............
· - · - ·_

~g.;..~

...
"'...
- ............
..,.,.
____
_

Data.._.........-...--.--...·-·-

.....
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BARBE READING SKILLS CHECK LIST
~~-o-.w.
FIFTH LEVEL READING SKILLS ('2 ~ l'1'2'" a\)

...,
,.."'.,

(Last Name)

r.

(Age)

(Name of School)

(First Name)
(Grade Placement}

Vocabulary:

A. Word recognition of vocabulary in content areas
Social Studies-English-Arithmetic-Science-Miscellaneous

ii.

Meaning o? word:;
l. Interpreting word meanings
2. Semantics
3. Synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, heteronyms
4. Knows abstract meanings of words
5. Understands figurative and colorful expressions
6. Understands colloquial speech

II. Word Attack Skills:

A.. Phonics skills
l. Syllabication
a. Each syllable must contain a vowel and a
single vowel can be a syllable.
b. The root or base word is a syllable and is not
divided,
c. Blends are not divided. (th str)
d. Suffixes and prefixes are syllables.
(dusty in come)
e. If the vowel in a syllable is followed by two
consonants, the syllable usually ends with the
:first consonant.
f, If a vowel in a syllable is followed by only one
consonant, the syllable usually ends with a
vowel.
g. If a word ends in le, the consonant just before
the l begins the last syllable.
h. When there is an r after a vowel, the r goes
with the vowel to make the "er'' sound.
(er ii: ur)

Z. Voy.rcl sounds (review iong and short sounds)
a, When there is only one vowel in a. word

OJ."

syllable the vowel is short.
b. When there are two vowels in a word or syl·
!able, the :first vowel is long and the second is
silent.
3. Accent.
a. In a word of 2 or more syllables, the first syJ.
lable is usually accented unless it is a. prefix.
n. Dictionary
l. Alphabetization.
a. D~vision into quarters and thirds.
b. Classifying words by second, third, and fourth
letters.
2. Using a dictionary.
a. Recognize and learn abbreviated parts of
speech as n. = noun; v, = verb; adj. = adjec·
tive; adv. = adverb.
b. Learning the preferred pronunciation.
3. Use of guide words.
4. Syllabication and accent.
5. Interpreting diacritical markings. (bottom of
pa""e)
6. Interpreting key to pronunciations. (bottom of
page)
7. lnterpretin.; phonetic re-spellings.
S. Cross references.
9. Plurals -irregular. (deer. deer shelf, shelves)
10. Comparative and superlative adjectives. (many,
more, most)
11. Change in accent and its effect on pronunciation
and meaning of words. (pre 'sent, present')
12. Secondary accent.
13. Parts of a verb. Tenses - present and past,
14. Adverbs derived from adjectives. (ly ending as
a clue or help.)
C. Glossary
l. Dictionary of words for one particuJar book.
z. Use guide words.
·
·
3. Find meanings to undorstand what is being read.
D. Context clues
l. Review using context clues.
2. Review associating ideas with words.
3. Review associating ideas with characters.
4. Sentence structure. (Noun, verb)
!:: Tn nMtl'V_ Rhvthm scheme can. sometimes help.

m.

)

92

(Name of Teachei·)

Compre:1ension:
A.. Locating- information
l. Table of contents.
a. Examine tables of contents of several books.
b. List titles and have pupils use table of con•
tents to locate pages.
2, Examine bool. . s to. find: title page, pictures, ka;v,
1.1'\.lide words, publlaMr, copyrlfiht tear,
D. :nef.,renee mAtf'riAl"
1. The encyclopedia
a. Topics arranged alphabetically.
b. Show meaning of characters on back of each
volume.
c. Compare dictionaries and encyclopedias for di!·
ferences of materials.
d. Pupils should know names of important chil·
dren's encyclopedias.
2. The atlas and maps.
a. Examine atlas to find answers for questions on
location, relative size, direction and distance.
b. Use maps to explain latitude and longitude.
Compare with known facts about streets and
highways.
3. Magazines and newspapers. Use to supply more
recent information than textbook could contain.
4. Knows proper use of dictionary.
5. Time tables.
a. Reading and interpreting.
b. Following directions.
6, Card catalogue.
a. Explain ·that every book has its place on the
shelf.
b. Each class of books has its own call number.
c. Examine cards.
·
Author, title, subject
d. Give practice in location of. titles and -call
numbers.
7. Using a telephone book.
8. Catalogues.

; :;
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C, Reading to organize

l. Outlining.
Use roman numerals and letters.
2. Establish a sequence.
Pupils list sentences in order ot event.
3. Follow directions.
4. Summarize.
D. Note taking
1. From reading
2. From lectures
E. l?eading for appreciation
l. To derive pleasure
2. To form sensory impressions
3. To develop imagery
4. To understand characters
a. physical appearance
b. emotional make-up

IV. Oral Reading:

~
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t"r"i
....,

'"tr
rJ'
~
~r.
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..,......
...,,.
'i
..;1·

~
::::i
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8

A. ~~~~.fani;~ and :pronounce words with speed and ~
B. Group words into meaningful phrases.
C. Interpret marks of punctuation accurately.
D. Re-express to an audience the meaning and feelings
expressed by an author.
E. Express emotion sincerely,
F. Read in a pleasant, well-modulated voice.
G. Read with poise and self-confidence.
n. Dramatize portions of the story.
I. "Televise" or give radio version of story incidents.
J. Take part in a stage version of a story.
K. Verify answers to questions,
L. Interpret characterizations,
M. Interpret word pictures.
N. Interpret·-general mood of text. e.g. humor-suspense,
0. Interpret sensations given by words •.
P. Interpret the organization of text.
1. Main thought in the' paragraph,
2. Main events in sequence.
3. Main heads and sub-heads in outline.
4.. Directions for carrying out an activity.

t"-:.•
~i
~

~F

;;

~:j

~fl

~FotD

!f;
;:;;:
>t•

EVALUATING LANGUAGE EXPRESSION (39:70)
Checklist for Storytelling
~Jame

Attention of audience
Looked at audience
Appropriate story for
audience
KneL'J story well
Created mood for story
Told story in own words
Had good beginning
Avoided nonessentials
Incorrect usages
Showed ease in speaking
Used appropriate gestures
Detracting mannerisms
(identify)
Voice volume adequate
Pleasing voice
Enunciation (which sounds)
Pronunciation (list)
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READING LJ:."'VEL TO BE EXPECTED FOR VARIOUS !Q'lS AND AGES

(Based on MA)

'••••••*•***•********~*********•*****~~·•~·•••••~••••••~•~•~•~•••*Q•~••••~••~~o•~~
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... 6.6

14 .. 6

Ar,;c

9

Usual

l_..........

2

2

4

2

6

5

7

8

10

12

beyond 12th

5

6

8

9

11

12

beyond 12th

145 22

4

5

7

8

10

11

12

beyond 12th

135

32

5

6

7.....,.

9

10

11

12

12+

1

l1.2

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

l

lt

IQ

a.:;U 9~w~~;.._lo,, §_ ...:H~.t § ·- ~~. 9 .. 1; .. 6

7. 6 . __

J..6.5 4.

155

~l

)

1

7

8

Gradl'.'f
·~

125 pp

3

11.5 pp

2-

32

42

5

6

7

9

10

:n

105 R

p

.1
.::.

)

-2

4

5

6

'7
I

8

l.0

95 :e

pp

2

21

-2
)

42

5

6

7

8

8.5 ?.

R

pp

1

22

32

I~-

5

6

7

75

R

R

R

pp

1

2

:;

.,.1

32

42

5

65 R

R

R

R

PP

p

(;.

31

:J

.... 2

4

1

,

-.:i-

2

1
Figures e;ivan are approximate reading levels to be expcc ted .. 2 menns
2
i'i>:-st half of second grade~ 2 means second he.lf of second grade; PP
means pre-primer; P means :primer; R means readiness :fo1· reading ins truct ion
w

Ch.ildren with very high IQ is often are ca:pv.bli;: of evon

bett~r reading~

and children of very low IQ's seldom can achieve at all.
By

San

Dr~
F~

Francis Carillo
State College
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ALPHABETIC.AL LIST OF

THE FIRST THOUSi\ND

~!Ol:WS

FOR

CHILDREN'S READIHG (13:123)

a
about
above
across
accident
ache
act
address
afraid.
afternoon
ag::d.n
arrmnst

aunt
automabile
awake
away

.:::..'1d
c::...11r;ry
anim:·l
a.nether
answer
.::nt
any

baby
back
bad
bag
b2ke
ball
balloon
ban.sna
band
bandage
bank
bark
barn
basket
bath
bathe
be
beans
bear
be:it
be:rntiful
because
bed
bee
ber::;n

an~rthing

befo1~e

a})~le

began
bee;in
beeun
behind
believe
bell
belong
bend

ago

air
airnlane
all
almost
alone
along
already
also
alu.:ys
am
an

are
arm

around
as

ask
at
ate

beside
best
better
between
bicycle
big
bill
bird
birthday
bit
bite
black
blackboard
bleed
bless
blind
blood
blow
blue
board
boat
body
bone

bring
broke
broken
broom
brother
brOU9:ht
building
built
bump
brm·m
bug
build
burn
burnt
bus
busy
but
butcher
butterfly
butter
button
buy
by

bool~

born
both
bottom
bottle
bow
bowl
box
boy
branch
brave
bread
break
breaJ.aast
brick
bridge
bright

cake
cill.f

call
came
C.'.lmp
c<:n
candy
ca:y
cai)tain
car
card
care
careful
careless
carry

case
cat
catch
cause
cent
center
chain
chair
chalk
cha-nee
chanGe
check
chief
chicken
child
children
chimx1cy
chin
choose
chocol.J.te
Christmas
church
circle
circus
city
class
clc::.~

clear
climb
clock
close
cloth
clothes
cloud
cl mm
coal
coat
cocoa
cold
color
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come
company
cook
coolty
cool
copy
corn
corner
C03t
couch
cculd
cm;nt
course
country
cousin
cover
cow
crackers
cross
crayons
crc,:-.m
creek
cro·:1d
crm·m
cry
CUT)

cunboo.rd
curtain
cut
dance
do.nr:er
d.-i.rk
<'late
day
de d
deo.r
dee)
door
dentist
desk
dd
die

different
dinner
dig
dime

dining
dirt
dirty
dish
do
doctor
does

dor;
doll
dollar
done
don't
door
double
dmm
draw
drawer
dre :'lTl
dress
drink
drive
drop
drug
dry
du.ck
dust
each
ear
ec:i.rly
earth
Easter
e::st
easy
eat
edge
e~p:

ci1r,ht
either
elenhant
eleven
else
empty
enc;ine
end
encugh
eraser

even
evening
ever
every
eve!"fthing
except

for
fO:c'get
forgot
fork
forth

eye

four
fresh
friend
frog
from
front
fruit
full
funny

face
fair
fall
family
far
farm
farmer
fast
fat
father
feather
feed
feel
feet
fell
fellow
felt
fence
few
field
fight
fill
find
fine
finger
fi11ish
fire
first
fish
fit
five
fix
Elag
floor

grocery
ground
grow
euess

found

fur

fu.i.""'lli ture
game
e;arage
ga.rden
gate

gave
get
gift
girl
give
glad
glass
go
goes
going
gold
golden
c;one
good
e;oodbye
got
gr.:;.de
c;r;;in
grandfather
grandmother

flo~ier

[:l"'aGS

fly
follow
food
foot

sray
i::;reat
green
greu

had
hair
half

hall
ham.nor
hand
handkerchief
hang
hap:;::iy
hard
has
hat
have
he
head
hear
heard
heart
heriV'J

hello
help
hen
he:c
here
hors elf
hid
hide
nig.11
hill
him
himself
his

'

•

1

hit

hold
hole
home
hope
horse
hot
hour
house
how
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hundred
hung
hungry
hunt
hurry
hurt

land
lap
large
last
late
laugh
lay
lead

I

leaf

ice
if
in
indoors
inside
instead
into
iron
is
it
its

learn
leather
leaves
leave
led
left
leg
lemonade
lesson
let
letter
lettuce
lie
lift
light
like
line
lion
lip
listen
little
live
load
long
look
lost
lot
loud
love
low
luncQ

juice
jump
just
keep
kept
kick
kill
kind
king
kiss
kitchen
kitten
knee
knew
knife
knock
know
lady
laid
lake
lamb
lamp

'

mad
mailman
make
man
mny
march

mark
market
matter
may
me
mean
measure
meat
mediclae
meet
men
mend
met
middle
might
mile
milk
mill
mind
mine
minute
mirror
miss
Miss
money
monkey
month
moon
more
morniil8 ~
most
mother
mountain
mouse
mouth
move
much
Mr.
Mrs.
music
must
my
myself
nail
name
nap

napkin
near
neck
need
neighbor
neither
nest
never
new
next
nice
nickel
night
nine
no
noise
none
noon
nor
north
nose
not
note
nothing
now
number
nurse
nut
oak
ocean
of
off
office
of ten
oh
old
on
once
one
only
op er
or
orange
other
ought
our

outdoors
outside
over
overalls
own
page
pail

pain
paint
pair
pan
pants
paper
parade
part
party
pass
past
paste
path
pay
peach
peas
pen
people
pencil
penny
pet
pick
picnic
picture
pie ..
piece
pig
pillow
place
plain
plant
plate
play
please
pocket
point
pond
pony
policeman
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poor
porch
post
pot
potatoes
pound
present
press
pretty
pull
put
pup:-:y
puzzle

room
rooster
root
rose
round
row
rub
rubber
rug
ruler
run
sandwich
said

ouarter
queen
question
quick
ouiet
quite
rabbit
race
radio
rag
rain
ran
rather
reach
read
ready
real
reason
red
remember
rest
rihbon
rich
ride
right
ring
river
road
robin
rock
roll
roof

sail
salt
same
sand
sat
save
Sall
say
school
scissors
scooter
sea
season
seat
second
see
sec•d
seem
seen
self
sell
send
sent
serve
set
seven
several
shadow
shake
shall
shape
she
sheep
shine

ship
shirt
shoe
shook
shop
short
should
shoulder
show
shut
sick
side
sign
silk
silver
sing
sir
sister
sit
six
size
sko.tes
skin
skirt
sky

sleep
slip
slow
small
smell
smile
smoke
snow
so
soap
socks
soft
sold
soldier
some
something
sometime
song
soon
sore
sorry
sound
soup
south

space
opeak
S1JOke
spoon
spot
spread
sprj.ne

square
squirrel
stairs
stand
star
stcU"t
st3.tion
stay
step
stick
still
sting
stocking
stomach
stone
stood
st on
store
storm
.story
stove
otraight
street
string
strike
strong
such
suga:r
suit
summer
sun
supper
suppose
sure
surprise
swea:(~er

m·reep
sweet
table
tail
tal<:e

talk
tall
ta.ste
teach
teacher
tear
toe th
tell
.ten
tent
than
thank
Thanksgiving
that
the
their
them
then
there
these
they
thick
thin
think
t~aing

third
thirsty
this
though
thought
thousand
three
throat
ti1rough
throw
thumb
ticket
tie
till
time
tire
tired
to
toe
today
together
told
tor,ntoes
tornorrow
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tongue
too
took
tooth
top
touch
towel
·cown

toys
trade
train
tree
tried
trip
truck
true
try
tub
turn
turtle
twelve
two
uncle
under
ugly
umbrella
until
up
upon
us
use
valley
very
visit
war; on
"\·Tait
walk

W.".ke
wall
want
war
warm

was

wash
waste
watch
water
mwe
way
we
wet

wear
weather
week
well
went
were
west
what
wheat
wheel
when
where
whether
which
while
whisper
white
who
whole
whom
whose
why
wide
wild
will
win

wind
window
wing

winter
wish
with
without
woman
women
wonder
wood
uool
word
wore
work

world
would
wrap
write
wrong
yard
year
yellow
yes
yesterday
yet
you
young
your
zipper

APPENDIX C

Individual Progress Reports
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MY READING RECORD

Author

Title
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Pages
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Date
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APPENDIX D
Aids for Organizing Tasks
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MONDAY
All groups first meet together to receive assignments. It is wise to
have at least threo difficulty levels. There may be several children in ihe
. class who require remedial help.
Group I
Silent recreational
reading or independ·..
ent reading related
to tht unit

Group II

Group III

Silent rending in
basic reader, with
word analysis in
workbook ·

Teacher ... guided
silent and oral reading in basic reader

TUJ"SDJ\Y.

All groups meet together to receive assignments. Perhaps it is necessary to correct mistakes made in workbooks or to help some child find a reference for the unit~
Group I

Group II

Group III

Teacher-guided oral
and silent reading in
basic reader; word
analysis or dictionary
skills

Silent recreational
reading or reading
correlated with the
unit

Silent study with
workbook or dictionary or practice reader
(Gates-Huber type§,
word analysis, etc.

WEDNESDAY
All gi•oups meet together for planning period, eo the teacher can answer
•, questions and make assignments ..
Group I
Sil~m.

study in

b~ic;

reader or \·1orkbook .
or dfl:;.ng com.pr€1Hmsion

or ra.te

e~erciBes

individually, followed
by recreational reading ..

Group !
Recreational Heuding
to prepare for audience
re,"\ding on
F.riddy.,

G:-oup II

Group IIl

Same as Group 1
at their level of
ability; teachergi.lided oral and
silent roading

•rcacht:·i.~-&"Uided ora1
1·eading; work in·:
struct~ra.l nnd pho-

THURSDAY
Group 11
~ilent

recreational

t•eading ~ teacher-·

~tlided oral reading

,.,, prepare for F:I'iciay
~udience reading

netic analysis ..

Group III
Teacher-guided oral
reading to prep:'lre

for Friday; study
period, dictionary
skills, etcu

FRIDAY
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All groups meet together. The program is W3.ried to feature the :following
reading a.ctivi·ties (Friday's session may resemble an informal literary club):

Current Events

Dramatize.tions

Audience Reading
Poetry R.1joyment
Choral Reading

Play Radio Reading
Tca.che1 Presentation of :Library Bool:a

Bool~

Reports
9

Plans for Grouping. The classes should be arranged into three gene~al
a"bili ty groups. Group r m'lly be composed. of independent renders. Al tl1ough the
teacher :should guide the:i.t" development in all skills, these acc0lerated pupils
benf?f:.i.ted especially from the opportunity to l.'"'ead inde:penden.tly. Group II may
be made up of average renders \!Jho need much practice in r;:i.lent wark-.~ri;udy
pe1~iods und in guided oral reading,, yet a.re able to engage i11 some ina.r~penucnt

reading •. Like Group I, they profit from direct guidance in study -techniques,
u.oe of the di•,tionary, and reference skills. Group III may consist of slci:1
1•eadcl's who require a great deal of direct guidance and help in oral re3.ding, in

phonetic anj structural cmalysis, in doing practice exercises in workbooks, in
skimming, and in interpreting paragraphs.

The averag(: class usually hv.s a

number of children who do not fit into any of these three groups.

Because of

their re·;;ardation, they demand remedial guidanc<;,..

Each group should, of course, read in a basic reader at its le 1lel. It is
absolutely counter to good modern practice to have all thirty or forty children
in a room reading from the same reader. The teacher should be su.re that she lwG
selected the level at \>Jhich ea.ch g-.eoup can make the best :progress. The individuru.
interests of children should be fostered in the recreational-reading periods,
when books of varying difficul·i;y can be uaed. E1ctensi ve O}Jpor'C:uni ty should al;;;o
, be provided for reading materials connected with any aoeiaJ.-studie~ unit of work
which may be in progress in the room.
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Reading Contract - Grade 5
Trails !Q. Treasu~
"Important People"
Pages 126 - 176
I.

Read these stories:

Amelia Earhart
The Heroes of Yellow-Jack
A Girl Who L~ved the Stars
Stars - Poem
Henry Can fix It
Victory
Posm
Mozart, the Wonder Boy
History - Po~m

126
133

140
150
151
161
163

170

II. Consider individuals in the fields of aviation, medicine,
astronomy, music, etc., who have left their mark in human ~
history. What are the qualities that enable men and women
to make worth-while contributions to society?
III. Be sure you know the meanings and pronunciation of these
words:
carburetor
equator
astronomer
theory
mosquito
manifold
volunteer
chronometer
sextant
astronomy
IV. Choose at least one of the fields described in this unit and
do additional research. The related materials at the end of
this contract may be beneficial. You may present your material in any menner you choose. Suggestions: report, poetry,
skit,_ taped naterial, or drawings.

\

V.
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Refer to the following checklist to guide your critical
reading and listening. Be able to answer these questions
about each of the stories you read in the unit.
A.

8.

c.
D.

E.
F.

G.

VI.

Does the author show understanding of people and their

problems?
Does he skillfully create mood, beautiful imagery,
and convincing dialogue? \\e~ ~eit:b ~\A: ~ Wco-cc\.
Are the author's conclusions or points of view consistent with the facts he uses?
Is a fair picture'given of mere than one aide?
Do the characters seem real, vivid, well-motivated?
Does the author have the ability to make you forget
who and ~here you are because you are so wrapped up
in his s1:ory?
Is the end of the story an accident or an understandable result of previous happenings?

Do Comprehension and Word-study Job Cards for several of
the stories in the basic text.

I have read the above assignment and contract
to complete it by
~ight da~s from today.
Signed----~~~~----~------
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Related A-V materials and books.
Books:
Amelia
[iret
Great

____

Heroine .2.f. t~e Skies. Shannon Garst
.......__._ Eleanor M. Sickels
and Crinoline.

~€!£!:.!.H..!:1•

-In Calico

~

S?.!.

Airelanes. Jeanne Bendick
Medicine. Katherine fox

t12.!1 21:
.tW.n. .e.f Me d j_ <:.:!:.!:!!!.

19.Y.
~

Dipper

~d:.

2.f

Stars.

I.2£.s!, Engineer.

Lou Williams Page

Story

.2J: Mozart.

Louise A. Neyhart
Helen L. Kaufmann

1!9.2Js. £!!

,8]iericans.

Rosemary and Stephen Vincent Benet

Henr~
~
~

i!~

Among

Ruth S hip pen
Stars. Herman and Nina Schneider

~Qt:. Seier~

.!!l9, Invention.

American Heritage Junior
Library

Filmstrips:
Fifty Years of Flight. (40 fr.), McGraw-Hill.
Amelia Earhc:1rt, first Lady of the Air. (23 fr.), EyeGata.
Man's BattlE. Against Disease. (28 fr.), EyeGate.
How We Learn About the Sky.
(51 fr.), JamHandy.
The Starry Universe. (60-70 fr. ), LifeMag.
Records:
Wolfgang Am<:,deus Mozart. Music Master Series, 33 l/3 rpm,
EyeGate,.

Reading Contract - Grada 5
Trails

!2.
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Treasure
"Outer Space - fun and fact".
Pages 356 - 413

I.

II.

Read these stories:
Rusty's Space Ship

356

Danny Dunn and the Anti-gravity Paint

371

Castaways in Space

382

Faster Than Sound

394

Explorer Is In Orbit

399

Universe - poem

409

As information based on scientific knowledge about space increases, man's curiosity about what lies beyond our planet
grows.

Nearly every scientific finding is based on a guess

or a hunch, which, when followed through, reveals the fact.
from your reading, be able to discuss possible implications
to the above statement.
IIIo

This material includes some words that you may not be familiar
with.

Be ablu to define and describe the following scientific

terms:

IV.

periscope

arc

capsule

mimeograph

comet

vacuum

meteo~

Vassar

def lee tor

crater

missile

axis

satellite

electronic

Some of the stories in this unit and your other sciencefiction reading is quite exaggerated.
tale of outer-space exploration.

Write your own tall

v.

Do Comprehension J~b Cards for at least two of the stories
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in the basic text.

VI. Look through the special books on the reserve shelf.

Read as
much as possiblJ from these and take notes on the reading for
the purpose of later discussion.

I h1ve read the above assignment and contract to
cor.plete it by

eight days

f1om today.
Signed
Related A-V ma1erials and books.
Bookss
Satell:!!!,

.!n.

Outer Space.

Isaac Asimov. Random, 19600
~ ]E.g,,~ 2.f ~ Rockets !2..£ .!.a!:!·
Franklyn Branley. Crowell, 1959
~
.§. B..9s.!cll.7
Theodore W. Muncho Benefic Press, 1959,!
.Qf.! 1~ SpacE.!.. Margaret O. Hyde. Whit'tlesey, 1959.
SateJlites .fil!!t Space Probes. Erik Bergaust. Putnam, 1959 •
.fu!i.2 . .i2, Outer Space. Franklyn Branley. Home Library, 1960.
firf' Men to the Moon. Werner Von Braun. Holt, 1960.
. Moo Ahead. Leslie Greener.

:1

-------

-·
f.!'!~ ~ !.!:!!i. ~ .E.!!2.fil ~.
.§2!l.9.

l!!12.

Sp~.

Walter R. Brooks •
Arthur C. Clarke.

f ilmstri·:

lJaving the World.

Space Travel Series (SVE) 41 frames-color.

MYTHOLOGY
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FRAME OF REFERENCE:
Mythology begen in man's desire to e~plain the universeo
It was man's first attempt to answer the question, "Who
made the universe and what is my relation to him?"
Which do you think offered the moat valid answer to this
question - the Greek Myths or the Norse Myths?

AIMS OF UNIT:
I.

To develop an appreciation of one of the earliest
forms of literaturea

II. To develop an understanding of man°s basic need tc
know himself and hia limits.

III. To determine the effects mythology had on early manws
culture:
ao

religion

bo

social customs

c~

education

do

art and architecture, literature and writings

Bo

laws

f

medicine

o

READING ASSIGNMENT
You ara expected to familiarize yourself with thB starred (*)
books on the following bibliography, especially those
sections which have been marked for you to reado The remaining books on the reference are for your enjoyment and
personal research.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

*

Bul~finc9,

Thomas 0 ~llfinch's Mvtholq9..,V., abridged by
Thomae Fuller, Dell Publishing Company, 1959.

*

Coolidge, Olivia, Legends Q!
Mifflin Company, 1951.

-l-

~

North,

Houghton,

*

Fren1;h, Marion, Mvths
Company, 1956.

*

Graves, Robert, Greek Gods and Heroes, Doubleday Company,

.!!!!.!!. Legends 2f !.!!!!. Agee, Hart
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1960.
Gay·.. ey, Charles Mills,
Literatur~ ~

!h!. Classic

.8.£1,

Mvths in English
Ginn and Company, 1693.

Gr!en, Roger, Heroes gL Greece .!!!l!! Trov, Walck Company,
1961.
>.amilton, Edith,

Mytholo~,

Mentor Books, New York, 1962.

Mclean, Mollie and ·.aseman, Ann, Adventures of the Greek
Heroes, Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1~61. -- ~

''

'

Warner, Rex,
1961.

~U

!!.Q.!! Myths, Houghton, Mifflin Company,

Encvslopedias

*
*

Compton°s

!!!£~ ~cyclopedia,

World J12Ek

£.!

Volume M, pp. 476-480.

Knowledge, Volume M, pp. 5375-5382 •

.6.§JIGNMENTS:
l.

A.

Make an illustrated "family Tree" for both the Greek
and Norse gods and goddesses in order of their
importanceo

B.

Give an explanation for the ranking of the deities
by mythologists.

2.

There are two kinds of myths:
A. Explanatory - a story created by the author to
explain something that puzzles him.
B.

Aesthetic - a myth written with no object other
than to entertain.

Cite four examples of each kind of myth for both the Greek
and Norse collections of myths. Be prepared to give your
reasons for selecting them as specific examples of explanatory and aesthetic myths.

3.

What standards of "right" and "wrong" were established
by the Greek and Norse myths for their particular
civilizations?

4.

"Primitive man felt keenly a relationship with animals
and never doubted that they felt, talked and reasoned
as he did." Prove this statement on the basis of the
·-2-

books, filmstrips and films that your have read, seen
and/or discussed.
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S.

Keep a file of notecards with pertinen~ reference to
substantiate your proof in answering the frame of reference q1Jestion.

6.

Write e myth that could possibly answer a quc8tion
that man is exploring today. For example: Automation,
Operation Gemini, etc.

Progr~ss

Report..!

The mythology group will meet on the following dates for
tqe purpose of progress reports on assignments and
clarifying any questions or problems which may arise •

.Ll...LMS AND f"ILMSTRIPS

.Jum4//u',o.d
a,otJlla

Cuz.d

PA.a.t:br12)

~Ra~
fia-l..-1. ~-lo u. nd /JA~ie rn IJYV

PS 1972.
PS

/975

FS 1974

~ a.,,.,d Pl7-e-cU~1;QJ FS 1973
m~ and &ta..c/wiR.., /::5 I <? 71.c

I
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APPENDIX E
Guides for Selecting Materials
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FACTORS CAUSING

(13:242-51)

GRADED READING DIFFICULTY

I.

Physical Factors
a. Size and outward attractiveness.
b. Amount and kind of illustrations.
c. Type page - size and style type, space between lines,
length of line or margin.
d. Color and surface of paper.

II. Content Factors
a.

b.
c.

Ideas may be hard for children to read about, first, because
of their distance from children's immediate experience.
Steady progression is made from home and school life to
distant countries, previous historical periods, and further
to adult occupations.
Abstractions - the abstract is naturally foreign to the childs 1
concrete way of thinking.
Content or ideas may become "harder" - more difficult words,
sentences or forms. In school readers, the same story may
appear over a range of five grades but be "adapted" in each
case to the grade.

III. Manner of Presentation
a.

Graded Sentence Difficulty - A long sentence may be hard to
comprehend because of the amount of material between capital
and period requiring duration of attention. we could expect
that as reading matter became more and more difficult, grade
by grade, the sentences would become longer and longer.
TYPICAL SENTENCE LENGTH IN '/l/ORDS FOR EACH GRADE
AS FOUND IN TEN SERIES OF READERS

GYoo...di:.
Number of Words in Average
of Median Sentences • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • ;

1

48

I 21
J0

3
' :l...

4

5

1 \ 3 1 I4

1"'I ~·

"';ICJRD LENGTH" DIFFICULTY, GRADE BY GJlADE,

AS FOUND DJ TEN SZIUES OF H.E.ADEJ.1.S
Number of Polysyllables •••••••••••••
Number of 1vords with 'fhree
or more Syllables •••••••••••••••

\

l...

l4c/c 1(,0/o

G~o.o\e
'3
.q

l't%

~ ~ llii~ 2~

s

l.'l.Cfo l.\~lo ~5%

lYie: 4~! 5~~
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'dC:;ID DIFFICULTY, ACCORDING TO .APPEARANCE OU FIRST 1,000
~iORDS

FOR CHILDREN 1 S READING AS FOUND DJ TEN SEiUES OF illiADEH.S

Hard Words

(Not on

List)........................

Gv--°50. e -4
4% •% ~ ll %

AdJu~ting

to

Sc~ccl
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ilayes, Fl~:rence. Sldg. Houv,hton-r.1iff'lin 1948
Scott, Gabriel. Ka.rt. Doubleday,tkran 1955
Urmston, ulary ~he~v.~y. Doubl~dey,Doran 1950
\'.ooley, Cathe~·" ·1e. Qinnie end G~neva. Morz·ov. 1948
See al~o iudy.' s Journe.r, Llldycaxe Furm, North Fork, ben::iible KE1 te,
Team, Susan's DE..fe Hnrbor, r..nd 'loffy's Foal on t .. is list.

Hunure~Fl~~. Hr.rcourt Bt·ace
1.ioff~E.· H».rcou.rt Bre.ce 1941
G:,tes,Dori~i. Blu'-...ii~· Vlking 1940
l:lall,Rubylea.. D2v~_.,Qgt.,l.J:.. Slonn t:nd Psorce 1951
Lenski,Lois. Judy's Journey. J .. B. LiPi· incott 1~147

Este&,El.e<.nor. The
:::;::;te~,Eleanor. }.he

1944

Len~ki,Loh.

;;,.tra ... be:r~Y .O.i.r!,. J. B. Lippin<..ott 1945
Seredy,Kc..te. A Tree Jfpr Peter. Viking- 1941
See al.oo Blueberry ;.iou:nte.ill, Carol l''roa1 The Country, Cfo:.riot In The :;,iky, Sho1·ty ..;,.,ms
Firf;t Team, Stand Fr.st and Repl.Y, ou:,an's.$£.tfe Hurbor, find Tr,e Very Good
Nei~hbors.

Feelin5e of Infer!C1it;r 11nd

N~elo~:gin_b.

Da.ringer, Helen F.. _M.oPted J.?me. lkrcourt Bre.ce 1947
Davis, Lav:il..1.n R•.~.~E..~t.J'1"lt:t.!:u9_R~f.2.~Y.:· Doubleday l94Zi
Eyre, Kntherine ·:iJ!llore. ]EE!:~ foi· Antonia. Oxford Univer.·::t'tj Pre ... ~
Gates, Dorio .. .Qft.%lb!~ KPt~.~ Vikine 1943
Gorsline, Dou..;lt.s. frrm.t~o_j'.. Vidn5 1950
Jackson, Cacry P~:ut •.§hort.:r= .<hrl:e::. Fir:::t Tei.im. \ ilcox Follett 1950
Lal\Tence, ::.tldred. The Ho11oe1.itide Y:.'ff!'-• l:lnrcourt Lrace, 1950
See also Judy' r:i Jc.urney, Skid ·~nd T!1e 1.iov-ed Outers.

194~

Eyre,.tCntherlne .if~:nore •.G.\lfil:.rrn'.:dk!.E! lforbor. Oxford Uni.ver.$i.t;t ?l~sti 194"
.Ji'rled.iiun,F'rieda. _CHrol l'rom The Count;;:;·z.. ;~:orro11. llJSO

Gutcs, Doris.

~n_~.

VikinJ 1945

Gates, Dorb. 'l'r_£uble for Jerry.
Jfoeti].1g,_T~·cuhle

:.32d Facing

Vii~t~.

1944

R!S~._:.ndbj,l.H,y

Eie.lk,Elifia. '1.!j]..~y' s FocL Hou\!ilton ... i.fflin 1949
brink,C:'.irol R.. Cvcidi~~·9dJ.n•!J· i,i~·craillnn 1939
1tl·ton,J,3anette. _Q;:lli.,..nji.._Fj...ghtr-:,!'_r;it,:1out n S\'.crd. i.;or·ro~ 1950
(.hlso by 1':.C..ton for superior ree.der::; in the ::ibc.ti1 cil'~de: Lon~ Jour·riax, Tim ,Lif~ of
lto,..~er Ullituns !:nd tfr.rciaQa n1i.t.0.Qru.J':...!2.n:::il.-of Ore1,;on. )
Fuul.imer,G1-·wr5ene nnd BeckBr,Jolm • .id.:::f:.!nd;t 'S....:~· ••1.,.;::.wner 1945
liolberg.l:tuth. Tombo:t: B~· D•..;ubledBy 195:?
Holl.ier.;,.ttuth ~.nd lli.ch~ rd • .QJ.1,,:::;u;.,~:innci. Dou'bledny l9r..9
Hunt,..i{ bel L. !Qufl.l!!}r.~n of t:~_I:~>US!l~ Lip:)incott 1!344
1foader, ~tephen. filJt!l.12.err;r ifourL'!ill..!D.· Harcourt Br1::ce 1941
i.\orrm-.,Honore. On to Or~.;qg. 1946 edition
looley,l:nt·,erine. Davld's Hundred Dollnr:.; •..•orrov 1951

Enri,ght,Elbabeth .. fil,,!lterJ..LCon,iQ....Adv~~.!Ni::e. Fnrr•~r t!r.d Hinehnrt 1955
Par.::idis,I&lrjorie. · !J.miny r.:nd the T.1-4.~t.• lic.rper 1952
S; erry, Armstrong. Call It...£.Q...l:!!:Q.~· Mc.cmillan 1946

Trefflinber,Carolyn.

1!1llJlg~g

of

r.odley, Catuerine. Schoolroom Zoo.

Co~.
h~orrov.

AbioGdon-C kesbury Press 1941
1950

Angelo, Valenti. Hi:}.J._....12f Lttt;l~Jtir.aclee. Viking 1942
Craik, Dinah M. ~d.lll£Lk.me Prin.£!l• iviacinillan 1925

De.Angeli,r,ja,rguorite. The Door in the

W~.

Doubl8day 1949

5!..\.yar,Rut.h • .\::1-d Con und Petrick. 'v ikin~ 1946
Williams,Henry Lionel. buri ,o,f....:!:!.llL_;11~;.{.!£ Fin;{e}:§.• llikinJ 1959
l!g.stial Insecuri t:v

Bonte.mps,Arns. Cha-riot :in the St'£. John c.;. I.int.ton 1951
De.Angeli,warguerite .. _Brl,'41] k ril. Doubleday 1946
ELerlo,Irruengrnde. !..!w_,Yery Goog_JJ_ei8h,b_~T.§l.:.. Lip lncott 1945
lhr4lt, biabel Leigh. l:r.&:.9.¥.9..flEg.~.. Lippincott 1952.
Ueans, .Florence Crannell. !_hie ~A. Out<?:~ aoue:;hton i.iifflin 1945 Jqi:>t.ne:;.e-liliiericon
(.Also by ,~lea.ns-Shuttared "~~e.resit,a o-f t!~~ Valley t.t.1d ~".h;bp~"eing Girl)
(Ne .rof
{s;,;t'.nh;h-J1..UJorican)
(il1t.d.l:n)
Yataa,Elizabath • .L.1112~...!-.l':!!~.Jl-Free M~n_. Aladdin BLOkb 1950 (Nn&tro)
0

9J.Q:rr,a

(I do not 1mo1r publishe1·s or dates of i-'ublication)
Nora B. Kubie _&2;n~~L\il?~~Jl.~Y. (Divorce)
T..ieviton,1ilinnie. A Cun of Cq,,_~~· (ilcobolism)
Buck, P~arl. !h.\;?. .:; i£.Llicr..e_(Death «nd Cat~strophe) r.nd Th9 Be~~Q. (Old /;,;e)
De.gliesh, Alice. DRvenporl; Family Books (not exact titr;sr{Re1n;.J.rrig15e)
? Aut:1cr Here';,
(.Adoption)
Fisher, Dorothy c. ~der§!oud Bet~;y;. (too ;uuch understnndin~)

Penuz

See also The Tfla£Q...~.n.;;•..9.t.,l{-:udipf, by DeBonr end Dallmann
Ind$ New York1960 Pa.gea 260-262

Holt, Rinehr:.:.rt and

~Hnclton1'

Highly recommended:
Hea.di11g LaddtJrs for Huraan RelHtions Heaton, T...ev.i;.,,. Au;er:i.can Council on Educuj,ion,
Ro\.m llO, 1785 ,1lnsuachusetta Ave .. N.. v;., 1".c.:;;hint£ton 6, D. C. 1955

BIBL10fJRA.PHY
A,.

l.

~ic
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AIDf IN BOOR SEI..ECT10?1

A.Jrui

M~ (1960) A list. far olem.,nta.ey grad0a, National
Cooncil of Tonchers of English: 508 South 6th St. Champaign Ill.
75¢ a copy.
'
'
~.o. ~ Q<>k CQl:i..g~.:U9n · t'Q.:t. EJ.~.de.f! (l'?tO) American Library

Assoc.

50 East Huron St., ChioAgo, Ii.1.

$2.00 •

.ll...fs~,t!••B2-Q}&. Coll,?_q:!:J.wJor
Assoc.

Juni2"' High Scbru?JJ! (1960)
50 East Huron St., Cbioago~-fll.. f.2 .oo

Amerio 0 n Libraey

Jean Thompson, ed.
~!!J,.2!"_].fllL"IDS-P..ll:ii, Supplement

Ryerson Press> 1959 •

.IDl1.~:t~£.GtllJ,gg: !iD~L~~nia~ 9th ed.

H. li. Wilt":on,

Goo9.•.:lC?.2~Z:JTh;JJ..c!}"'e11..

Univ01\:.lty of Chier.go

Press, 1959.

2,,

to 3rd ed. Jean ThoIUpson, ed ..

Macy ,K. Ea.kin, t::do

195t- ..

§JJ.mi~'.ID?'D.1 art :~1&1:?.

Bast Books for ChHd:r~Do (1960 edition). Lists books thrO"Jgh the
hip.k;~;-1-ieVoi: R,, R~ BcMker, 62 West 45th St... 1fow York
.36~

$2<,QO

B~.bli.Qt.!};J?J2M...m:..!~!l~L.f.9!...Q!l,,:!}.~9r.vJ:l.. (Revised, Sapt. 3 19--C'-O) ·
Assccfot:\.cn for Childhood l?.d\:catlon lr1t.0l'n8:tiono.l~ .3t15
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The :following a.re six possible ways to make book reports:
1.

2.

Posters: Poster pa.int, ink drawiDgS, crayon, mosaic,
paper sculpture, etc. Include a brief summary of the
piece of pa.per in ink.
Oral report: Give a synopsis or a most exciting pa.rt
it so that everyone is kept in suspense and will want

chalk (and starch),
book on a separate
to the class. Do
to read the book.

. Exciting parts may be read from tbe book.

3. Book Jacket with a oynopsis on the flap.
4.

5.
6.

Questions and answers:
(Yi.Ultiple choice)

Make up seven or eight for future readers to
answer. Don't be too detailed. The purpose is
to test to see it the reader understood what
happened in the book.
A written report on t.be book report f'orm.
Write a pOeJU based on the story ..

(Newbery) - This indicates tbat the book was awarded the Newbery Medal for being·
the best childre's book published in the year o~ its publication. Only one book
a year (since 1922) 1rl.ns this honor.
Aesops's Fables 4-6

Blaclanore - Lorna Doone 7 - up

Alcott - Eight Cousins
Jack and Jill
Jo's Boys 4 - up
Litt.le Men 4 - up
Little Women 4 - up
Old Fashioned Girl
Rose in Bloom
Under the Lilacs

13ontemps - Sad-Faced Boy
Brewton - Under the Tent of' the Sky 4 - up
Brink - caddie Woodlawn (Newbery) 4 - 6
Brownins - Pied Piper of Hamelin

Buck - :Bis Wave 4 - 8
Aldrich - Story of a l3ad Boy
Bulfinch - Age of Chivalry

A1exander - Famous Myths of the
Golden Age

Golden Age of 1-tvth and Legend
Bunyan -

Anderson - Big Red 4 - 8
*Fairy Tnlea
Andrews - Perfect Tribute

Pilgrim's Progress

Burnett - Sa.rah Crewe
Secret Gurden 4 - 6

Armer - Waterless V.ountain(Newbery)

5-7

Asbjornsen - Fairy Tales from the Far
North
East O' the Sun and West
O' the Moon 4 - 6
Atwa.ter - V.ir. Popper's Penguins 4 -

139.iley - M.1.ss Hickory (Newbery) lf.-6

6

Bumford - 'l'he Incredible Journey 9 -

:Butterworth - The enormous Egg 3 - 6
Calhoun - Miss Minerva and William Green Hill

Carroll - Alice in Wonderland 4 - up
Tbrouah the Looking Glass 4 - up

* Cervantes

- Don Quixote (retold by Judge Farry)
9 ... up

Barrie - Peter Pan 4 - 6
Bauer - How Music Grew

1- 9

Benet - Book of Americans

3- 5

up

Chaucer - Tales of Chaucer
(retold by Eleanor Farjeon)

__ ________
"

·---------------

~--~--------

- 'Hm 'l'rn.;.nl..v··Ov.:.: lillloo:.JG

(Newbery) 4 - 6
Peter Graves
The Great Geppy 4 .. 6

Chrisman - Shen ot the Sea(Nevbery) 4 - 6
r!'M~t - Secret of the Andes(Newbeey)

5- 7

Dumas - The Three Muske·t.eers 7 - up

t:levelam - High Country

Count of Mont.e Cristo 7 - up 124

Coatavort.h - 'l'he Cat Who Went. to

·

Gun(Newbery)5-7

Hee.ven(Newbery) 4 • 6

EdmoDd.s .. The Matchlock

The Children Come Running

Enright .. Thimble Summer(Newbery) 4-6

Five Bushel Farm
Old Whirlwind

Collodi - Adventures of' Pinocchio 3 • 6
Colum • Golden Fleece
*Odyssey tor .Boys
Arabian Nights 4
Children of Odin
*Children's Hamer
*lliad

a:nd Girls 6-up
- up

4- 6
6 • up

Coolidge - Egyptian Adventures
Cooper - Le.st

ot the V..ohicans 8 • up

Craven .. Rainbow l3ook of J\rt 7 .. 9
Dana - Two Years :Before the Mast 9-up

l!:stea - Ginger Pie \Newbery) 4 - b
The ?bffats 4 - 6
The Hundred Dresses 4 - 6

Field - Hitty, Her First Hundred Years
(Newbery) 4 - 6
Taxis and Toadstools(Poetry) 2 - 5

Finger-- Tales of Silver Ia.nds{Newbery) 4-6
''

Fitch .. One GOd aDd tbe Ways We Worship Him 7-9

Forbes .. Johnny Tremain (Newbery) 1 .. 9
Paul Revere
Fos·~er

- George Washington's World 5 .. 8

*Gallico - T'ae Gray Goose

Daniel - Story of Alben Schweitzer

Ce.g - Tales f'z•om Grimm

Daugherty - Daniel Boone (Newbery)4-6

Gates - Blue Willow l~ - 6

De.Angeli - Dool• in the Ws.ll(:Newbery)4-6

Gilbreth ... Cheaper by the Dozen 7 - up

Henner s L..vdia 3 • 5
0

Thee Hs.nmh 4 ... 6

Grahame - Wind in the Willows 5 - up

De Foe - Robiuson Crusoe

Gray - Adam of' the Ros.d(Newbery) 6 - 9

De Jong - Wheel on "'che School
(Newbery) 4 - 7

Grimm - Grimm's Fairy Tale&
Guiterman - Daniel Bocne

de IA Mare - Tales '!old Again li. - 6
The Nurnberg Stoi1e
de Ia Ramee - Dog of Flanders

Dickens - Christmas Carol 7 - 9
Cricket on the Hearth
David Copperfield 7 - up
Tale ot Two Cities 7 .. \l.p
Twelve Christmas Stories

T'ne Oregon Tra.il
Hale - :rrnn Without a Col.mtry
·
'l"tbe Petei·kin Papers 5 - 7

Harris - Uncle Remus Stories
Harte - TeDUesaee 0 s Partner
Haves - The Dark Fl:·ie;::::.te (Newbery)

Dodge -

T - 9

!!ans Brink.er 5 - 8
Hawthorne - Mosses fx·orn an Old Manse

Doyle - Adventures of Sherloclt
Holmes 7·- up

Twice Told Tales
Wonder Boolt and Tanglewood Tales

The Golden Touch 3-4
Drummond - The Monkey that. Would
Not Kill

Henry •• Kine of the W:i.ud (i~ewbery)
Denjaniin West .::.nd His Ce.t
07.' lma.J.ki n !:. - 6

5 - 8

Holling - l'addle to the Sea 4 - 6

Tree in the Tr:t..:l 4 - 7
Hudson - The Disappointed Squirrel
A Little Boy Los"I:. 4 .. 8

'..eaf' • Ferdimnd

llushes - Tom Brown's School Days

~
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- Book of Nonsense(Verse) 4-6
''

'Eng:!.e .. A Wrinkle in Time(Newbery)

Jly'erdahl - Kon Tiki 1 - up
Aku·Aku 9 - up

Irving - Alhambra
· tnski - Indian Captive 6 • 9
Kniclterboclter's History of Nev York
Strawberry G1rl(Newbery)4-6
~nd of Sleepy Holl0t1 5 - 6
Rip Van Winkle S - 8

James - .Smoky, the Cow Horse (Newbery)

Jagendorf - Tyll Ulenspiegel's Merry
Paanka 4 - 8
Judson - Abraham Lincoln 5 - 8
Keith • Rifles for Watie(Newbery) 7 - up
~

- Trumpeter of Krakow

*Lofting .. Stoey of Dr. Dolittle
(Newbery) 3 - 6
London • Call of the Wild 6 - 9
.
White Fang 5 - 9

Lollgf'ellow - Tales of a Wayside Inn
Song of Hiawatha
MacDonald - At the Bl.ck of the lk>rth

(Newbery) 1 - 9

Wind 4 • 6
The Princess and the Curdie
The Princess and the Goblin

Kingsley - The Water Be.bies

9 - up
The Heroes 4 - 6

Westward Ho!

Malcolmson - Yankee Doodle's Cousins 5-9

Kipling - All the Mowgli Stories
Captains Courageous 7-up
Jungle Book

.tawis - Young Fu ot tlle Upper Yangtze
(Newbery)

M9.l.ory - Boy's King Arthur

4-7

Ma.rsten - Dangerous Dinosaurs

Just So Stories
K1m7-9
Puck of Pook's Hill
Rewards and Fairies
Tal.ea of India

McCloskey - Homer Price 3 - 6
Meigs .. Invincible Louisa (Newbery) 7 - 9

Kjelga.ard - Big Red 7 .. 9

Melville - )bl:r.r Dick 9 - up

Knight • lassie Come Bame 4 - up

Millie - Now We Are Six ·

*Winnie the Pooh
*House at Pooh Corner

Kamrof:t' - Beethoven
Krumgold - And Now Miguel (Newbery)5-8

Onion John(Newbery)5-8

Montgomery - Anne at Green Gables 7 - up
The Capture of West W1Jld

4 - 8

Iagerlof' - Wonderful Adventures ot Nila

Makerj1 - Gay Neck (Newbery)

Iamb - 'l'ales trom Shakespeare 4-8

Muloclt - Little Lame Prince 4 - 6

Lanier -

Beville - It's Like This, cat(Newbery)

Boy's King Arthur 6 - 8

'Norclhotf' - Pearl Lagoon 7 -

Iatham - Carry on Mr. Bowditch
(Newbery) 6 - 9
Lawson - Ben and Me 5 - 8
Rabbit Hill(Newbery) 4-7
They Were Strong and Good
'.rin:ie of Wonder 3 • up

9

Norton .. The l3arrowers 4 - 6

4-6

Borth - Rascal (:Newbery Runner-up)
O'Dell - Island of' the Blue Dolphins
(Bewber;r) 7 - up

is - 'l.'Oby 'l'Y.lcr 4 - 6

.!.mer ... Odyssey

6 -

4
Sw1f't - Gulliver's Travels 1

up

Syme .. Columbus, Finder of the New World

.Pe.rkman - Oregon Trail 9 - up

Tarkington - Penrod 7 - 9

Pyle - M~n of Iron 5 - 8
Pepper and Salt 4 - 6
Robin Hood 5 - up
Wonder Clock

Pem·od and Srun

Seventeen
i~ewell

Rawlingn - The Yearling 7 - up

ice ...

~h's.

~ 9
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- The Littlest Angel

Teasdale - Stars Tonight (Poetry)

Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch

Terhune - Lad, A Dog 6 - 9

lU cba.rds - captain Jamiary

1hurber - Many Moons 4 - 5

Ru.skit! .. The King of the Golden River 5-8

'!'wain - Rucltl.eberry Finn 5 - up
The Prince and the Paup~r 5 - up
Life on the Mississippi
Roughing It
Tom Sawyer 5 ... up
A Connecticut Yankee in IC:lng

I

rSalten - Brunbi 5 - up

[Sandburg .. Abe Lincoln Grows Up 6 i
Rootabaga Stories 4 - 6

9

Arthur's Court 9 - up

Sawyer - Ro:Uer Skates (Iife1..1bery) 4 - 6

Trave:rs - Mary Pippins 4 - 1

Scott - Ivanhoe 9 - up
\
Kenilworth 9 - up
Talisman

Van Doren - Ben Franltl.in
Van Loon - StorJ of' :r:ilnkind(IfowbBry)T-up

Se:vell - Bleck :Boouty 4 A Book o~ ?Vths

6
Verne - Around the Horld in Eighty Days 7-up
Mysteriou.::: Ic1;"!:.d

!3hannon .. Dobry (Newbery) 5 - 8

Twenty 'l'LIO\J.69.nd Leo.guef3 Under the

Shippen - Men, Microscopes end Living
Things i ... 9
:31~edy - The White Stsg ( ?!ewbery)
The Good :r.'..acter 4 - 6

s~

I-fall.ace - .Ben r~ur 9 - l.."P
'.·/hite - Che.rlotte 1 s r.rcb

5-9

~Stuart

4 - 6

Little 4 - 6

Sicooy - Five Peppers end How T.aey Grev
l.11ggen - Rebecca of Surwybrook Fn.rm 4 - 7

SorensGn - M:h·ocles on Maple Hill
(Newbery) 4 - 6
Spie·are - Eronzc Bow { i:ewbery) 8 - 10
'fhe Wl.tch of Blackbird Pond
(UC"Wbery) 7 ... up

~~ld~r

- Dy the Shore

o~

Silver L'.lke 4-7

Little Hewe in ·tJle l31g WtJods 4-7

wyse -

S~"iss

Fa.mily RobiDL'\-Oll 5 - 8

Jatea - /\1L.os Fortur.e, Free

K~n(Newbery)

Sperry - C:lll It Courage (Newbery) 5 - 8

3pyri - Heidi 4 - 6
Saint-E-...'Upcry - '~1c: Li t'c;le Pri11ce 6 • u:p

Htev~:oso:.:i - A G'hild us Gs:.:r.dcu 01• Verse l - 4
Bleck SFr.l.;CTO\l
ICidr::::iw~a.

7 - up

Treasure !Gland 7 ....llp

..aaecommended by Dr. Frank B:ixter

7-9
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Frostig:

Visual Perception Materials
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PERCEPI'ION OF SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

The perception of spatial relationships is, for the purpose of this
program, the ability of an observer to perceive the

positi~n

of two or

more objects in relation to himself and in relation to each other.

For

example, a child stringing beads has to perceive the position of the bead
and the string in relation to himself as well as the position of the bead
and the string in relation to each other.
This ability to perceive spatial relationships develops later than,
and grows out of, the simpler one of perceiving the position of an object
)

in relation to one's body, as discussed in Chapter 2.
Because perception of spatial relationships is more complicated than
the other perceptual processes, the exercises are more demanding.
If a child has difficulty at any st;ge, try to provide additional inter-

mediate exercises.
The perception of spatial relationships has some simitarity to
figure-ground perception, in that both involve the perception of relation-

In fact, exercises involving figure completion, puzzles, and

ships.

assembly of parts to form a whole are helpful in training perception
of spatial relationships and perception of
Illustrations

5a-5f

figure-g~ound

relationships.

and 6a-6f are of blocks placed in increasingly

complex relationships to each other.

You may have to demonstrate with

blocks, placing them as they are in Illustration 5a.

As

you place each

block, have the children place one of their own in a similar position •

--

. . . . _After tlle demonstration, the children should dismantle their designs and
(

'

~roceed

.

to make structures like those in the other illustrations, repeating

the first structure.
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VISUAL-MO'rOR COORDINATION

Visual-motor coordination is the ability to coordinate vision with
movements o! the body or With movements of a part or parts of the l:x>dy.
Whenever a sighted person reaches for something, his hands are guided
by his vision.

Whenever he runs, jumps, kicks a ball, or steps over an

obstacle, his eyes direct the movements of his feet.

In SJ.ch everyday

activities as getting dressed, making a bed, carrying a tray, entering a
car, or sitting down at the

t~ble,

the eyes and the whole body work together.

The smooth '1.accomplishment of nearly every action depends upon adequate
)

eye-motor coordination.
Visual-motor coordination is not the only ability involved in daily
activities.

Space perception and planning motor sequences are also involved,

but the tasks are very difficult without adequate visual-motor coordination.

Eye-Movement Exercises
~-Right

Progression: The ability to move the eyes from left to

right without moving the head or losing focus is essential foradequate
reading skill.

Poor eye movements are often a causal factor in reading

disabilities.
Have the children hold their heads straight and still.

Stand about

5 feet in front of them and push a large bead along a wire or string or
roll a bnll or move a toy along a tabletop from left to right from the
children's point of view.

They should tr to focus on the object as it

moves without turning their heads.

129

Focusi.. n~

~Eyes~~~

Motion: Very little head movement

is used in reading, but for other activities, especially sports, it is
essential to be able to focus on objects while the head is moving.
Hold an object stationary in front of the children.

They should

try to docus on it while they move their heads fran side to side.

When

they can do that satisfactorily, they should. move their heads up and down
in a nodding motion, and then--f or short periods only--in a rolling motion.
The exercises should. be repeated with the object held at various heights,
angles, and distances in relation to the children.
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'
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CLASS GOALS IN READING

Name Shirley Bean
1.

To further our knowledge through reading.

2.

To understand our strengths and weaknesses in reading
and work to improve both.

3.

Compete with yourself, not with your neighbor.

mv
1.

PERSONAL GOAL IN READING

I will try to read smooth.

I think I accomplished two things.

Reading smoother.

I'm not too bashful to get up in front of an audience any more.
I thought it was good.

Because you didn't just sit

and read all the time you did some work on top.
I thought it was bad.

Because all you did or could do

in one day was a job card or a summary.

I didn't like job

cards; I liked summaries.
In Trails to Treasure's group I though that helped
a lot.

I liked it also because it was fun to do.

Shirley

EVALUATE THE READING PROGRAM
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Name

Diane Patrick
June 14, 1966

How it helped or didn't help you-the good
points and bad.
It helped me get more interested in Reading.

When

I was in fourth grad I didn't like reading but now I like
it much, much better.

If just got me more excited.

mostly like to read our library books.

I
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READING EVALUATION

I think this is a vrn:y helpful experience for both me and
Mike.

It is helping me get to know reading problems of

another person and try to help them.

I think it is helping

a lot to a person who needs it.
It is an interesting experience for me, knowing I am
helping someone.
Mike studders, but he talks better when he reads.
I think it could be helped by letting him sound mords out
slowly or, giving him words and letting him make a sentence
out of them.
helped.

In this manner, maybe this problem will be

By the end of the year, sooner, I think Mike's

problem will be solved.
Sincerely,
Valerie Kriz

m.w.r.

9:15-9:45

4 helpers
Ping
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READING EVALUATIONS

What are we getting out of it?
I think it is helping us to learn how to handle children.
It is another kind of education and I enjoy it.
John - I think John is getting better and special attention
does him good.

He needs to learn

and learn what they mean.

~harder

vocabulary words

John reads word for word and

really doesn't understand what he reads.

This happens because

he is concentrating so hard on the words, he doesn't have
time to think about the story.
So far that I know about him is he doesn't enjoy reading.
I think that is why

He doesn't do so well in it.

Suggestions:
I have been thinking about this far a while and decided
we could make up a game that will be

fun~

yet help him a lot

in reading.
I also suggest we use a paper and pencil to write down
the hard words for him and,,have him memorize the words and
learn it's meaning.

We could get the four boys together in a challenge
vocabulary game.
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READING EVALUATION
I think this reading program is mutually helpful to
both we sixth and the fifth grade pupils involved.

When

I work with these fifth graders I realize some of my reading:
faults that I can improve.

I think it is necessary to have

this program because the teacher can't study and prescribe
for each pupil separately.

The person I am working with I

think is really or will really prosper from this.
understand what

he~reads

He doesn't

and it can't be noticed right off.

He needs individual help.
I think we can really help these people while helping
ourselves.

It takes more to get these people interests.
Konrad Clark

APPENDIX H
Examples of Methods Utilized for Written Work
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Examples of
Reading Job-Cards

Cu\f PRJ~IENSION: 1\NTIGIPATING O:r.J'J:COMES

1.
~.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Read the introductory pa.ragraphs of a new story.
Before you finish reading the story, tell who you think the
mrdn character is.
Tell what kind of person you think this character is.
Tell what you think he will do in the s~ory.
Finish reading the story.
Draw a line through each of your incorrect statements.

CCIZPREHENSION:

1.

2.

3.

4.

ANTICIPA'l'IHG OUTCOHES

Number

4

Read the stOI"J after you do these things:
Read the title.
Study the first picture.
Read the introductory paraeraphs.
Now--before you finish reading the story--tell what you think
will happen in the story. Put your ideas into good sentences.
Finish reading the story.
How many of your ideas were correct?

CCH?REHElISIOl'J:

1.

Number 3

FIGUR:J..TIVE SPEECH

Sometimes authors use special language to help you understand
what is happening. Perhaps you have heard or read the expression, 11 It is raininp; cats and dogs!"
Try to find other expressions of this kind. Keep a list of
them. 1men you have found three, turn them in.
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